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VOL. XXII NO.111

PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 9, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

HAD VERY LITTLE THE REV. FATHER H. W.JANSEN Capt. Farley Busy PADUCAH DISTRICT GENERAL COUNCIL TURNS TO
BUT EVERYTHING TO CELEBRATE SILVER JUBILEE
HAS FINE RECORD REPUBLICAN UNTIL JANUARY
TRY HAD IS GONE OF PASTORATE IN PADUCAH
FOR CONFERENCE ON ACCOUNT OFSHORT TERMS
One of the busiest men in Paducah
is Capt. Edwin Farley. state treasurer elect. He has received a deluge
Of congratulatory telegraine and letters from frteude all over the United
States, and he has engaged aseistance

The Rev.J W Blachard
MICHAEL HUBBARD Wells and Nance are Defeated
unday, November 17, Popular Priest
Report Great GroN% th, SpiritFor School ltuard and Mayer
ually, Numerically and Phys- KILLED COMING TO
is Councilman From Fifth
of St. Francis de Sales Will Be
ically in Churches nide'.
Ward For Long Term
MOTHER'S
FUNERAL
His Charge During Year
1,160 HOGSHEADS
Feted By His Congregation.
John K. Hendrick Led His
LIVERPOOL SALES
Ticket By Magnificent Majority in McCracken—WaterOF 1906 STRIPS
son For Senator
to help him answer them. Ile has
not been down town since election,
just staying at home, reading and
answering his Mall,

Two Young Men Approach S
!lobo Fire and are Taken
into Camp By Quartet of
Mixed Colors in Railroad
Yards---One is Shoeless

Louisville, Nov. 9. ISpeclal)—
WILL BF: SOME CHANGES M.ADE Michael Hobbard was
An event of much interest and imA remarkable fact in connection
killed by a
portance to Catholics of Paducah and with his pastorate here is, that durfreight train on the Minot* Central
Western Kentucky generally will be ing the whole 25 years he has never
at West Point, while on the way to
Victims of stickup men, one hat- the celebration of the silver jubilee been out of towu a siegle Sunday.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, presid- his mother's funeral at Paducah.
less and the other shoeless, Harrison or twenhy-fifth anniversary of the He has tnissed holding only twh
His mother, Mrs. Jane Hubbard,
ing elder of the Paducah district,
Farley and Wash Turley. young men Pastorate of Rev. Father Herman Sunday services. On one of these
held the last of his quarterly confer- died it her home 414 Norton street,
of Mechancsburg, were forced to William Jansen, of St. Francis de occasions he was 111 himself and the
Henderson, y., Nov. 9. (Special)
ences for this conference year at lVedrresday, as the result of falling
Few changes were made in the reabandon an excursion trip from the Sales church November 17, IS and other he was prevented from being —One thous&
One hundred and sin Reidland today,
will preach at and breaking her leg November 1. sult locally by the official count comlie
city and return to town for equip- 19.
ty hogsheads of strips of crop 19106
present by a sick call.
Rebliand tomorrow at 11 o'clock and The body was being held tp await the pleted by the board of election comreent last night. The robbery was
of the stemming district were sold in will
The Triduum service of Thanksclose the year's work at Broad- lethal of her b011 to attend the missioners today. The result gives
As a token of their appreciation of
reported to policemen, but the stick- giving, which covers three days and
Liverpool for delivery January, 1908. way tomorrow evening.
funeral.
the Republicans a majority of two on
their
beloved
pastor
the
members
of
up men escaped before they could bel ts only used to celebrate Important
The price is 13 to 15 cents.
Another
son. "Red" Hubbard, joint ballot
The money stringency coming at
the
church
will
present
before the new general
him
with
a
reached,
levents. will he conducted by the Rt.
was
killed
in
the N.. C. & Si, L. yards council Is
the most critical period of the coninstalled January 1. by
Farley and Turley started out last Rev. Bishop William George hicClos- handsome memorial.
Tampered With (irate! .1 +try.
ference year has had some effect, but here two years ago. Bota sons were reason of the Republicans defeating
night to leave the city. One bad 60 key, of Louisville, who ordained
Owenton. Ky.. Nov, 9. t epeetal.)-Biographical Sketch.
in all lines the district will make the railroad men,
Alderman Frank D. Smith and Councents in money and a new bat. The Father Jansen at Louisville, May la,
Jeff Hubbard and Edward Craw- cilman
The Rev. Father Herman Whitten) County Judge Yancy and Magistrates finest report in its history.
Eugene Tuttle, of the First
other wore a new pair of shoes. They 1875. The celebration will close with Jausen
Prattee
Ire-e
King
and
arrested,
was born
at Louisville,
There have been about 1,24)0 pro- ford were drowned in the back wa- ward, for the short terms. They are
went to the Illinois Central south a social reception in the new Knights Ky., September 25, 1851. and his charged with tampering with the
fessions of faith during the year in ter near Chamblin's brick yard five beth appointees of Mayor Yeiser to
yards to catch an outgoing freight of Columbus hall on Broadway, which first education was received
at St. grand jury in securing indictments, the 22 charges in the district. There years ago. Jeff Hubbard was also a fill vacancies caused by resignations
train. Seeing a fire in the distancelwill be open to the public for the first Martin's parochial school in that ..harging embezzlement against forhave been more than 1.000 additions son of Mrs. Jane Hubbard
until the election, and will be suethey approached, finding two negroes time, on the afternoon and evening city. Later he entered Ft. Thomas mer Sheriffs Gayle, Swope and Alexto the memberahip, SO per cent of
ceeded immediately by their Repuband two white men surrounding it. of November 19; and a lecture by seminary, in
Nelson
county, tak- ander. Five members of the grand these on profession of faith. Three
lican successors.
They suspected nothing and afe- Father A A. Lambert, of Chicago, at ing a three years' course. He jury were also arrested. All were renew churches have been dedicated
In the First ward William Karnes.
proaehed boldly.
night.
also took a three years' course In leased when court sustained the de- during the year. One other is in proRepublican, defeated T. M. Nance,
"Come in here, yon fellows," one
Father Lambert is one of the most St. Joseph's college, Bardstown, and murrer to information, which caused cess of erection, while subscriptions
and S. H. Winstead, Democrat. deof the white men commanded, dis- noted platform lecturers in the United was finally graduated from Presten the incarceration. The eidieunents
are partly In band for two others,
feated
H. S. Wells, Republicath for,
a
revolier
by
wee
hileheduceState&
playing
rk essalevary,--1.atekeetile. He was .4thealleet the sherifla Alec).were threw
-at Lone Oat;-the ottrer
tutees- —
_ment "What titer got ole_hheilh"
Father Isneen received
-Mayette-11-714.
and plans are on foot for still another
Hager's majority in the city and
Without waiting for the young pointment as pastor or St Francis de and his first mass was said at St.
at Ogden. Two parsonages have been
county was 88; while John K. Henmen to reply the trio went through 1Sales church November 17, 18142. and Martin's church. His first charge was
erected during the year, one at Lone
drick carried the county by 509.
their pocelts. while the foueth held assumed charge on November 19 of at Shelbyville, Ky.. where he reOak and one at IA Center.
The total vote in McCracken counthe gun. Sixty cents was all the,the same year. and during the long mained six months and was transMoney raised for support of the
ty Is:
money secured, this being taken from;period of his service here he has be- ferred to ancholasyllle. Ky.. where
ministry for missions. dimity, etc.. is
Farley. Farley
new hat was else ,cotne endeared not only to the corn- he was pastor seven years. He reGovernor,
The mechanical force of Paducah
far in excess of previous years. The
taken from his bead. After gauging t municants of his own church, but to ceived the appointment as pastor of
2944
Paducah district la second to none in Illinoie Central shops was reduced 19 Hager
the fit with his eye, one of the white the community at large by his genial St. Francis de Sales. Paducah, No2856
The conferences and in several re- men yesterday, and while no cut was Wilhmh
men commanded Turley to 'peel the and gentle personality and affable verbber 17, 18/i2, and entered upon
1*0
eects is now the leading district of authorized in the car department, one Pickett
'kicks," which the young man did. mimeo.
Lieutenant Governor.
his work two days later.
by employes. In the
he conference. This has been ac- I. expected
After being relieved of money, hat
281 ti
emplished by much hard and fruit- blacksmith shops one blacksmith and South Trimble
and shoes, the pair were dismissed
2729
ful work on the part of Dr. Blackard one helper were laid off. Three en- William H. Cox •
and warned to "say nothing." Tur10;'.
and his faithful co-laborers, the pas- gine wipers were laid off. this being Peter Fields
ley hid to tramp to the city shoeless
Paducah High went to Mayfield tors in the district. Dr. Blackard is the only cut made in the round house
Attorney
General.
his feet suffering greatly from exthis morning to play the Mayfield an Ideal presiding elder possessing i force.
John K. Hendrick
3106
phiere. At Itid Attjtfit11-Iticy repine:
high sch net foreemil tetarn. The line- the ererutive ability so necessary in
la the ear depar mem, wnere more James Breathitt
2657
ed the robbery but too late. The
up for High school will be: Hartle this work, and his energy and faith than 300 men are.employed, employes
Treaeurer.
quartet has disappeared,
Augustus E. Willson, the governor 1852 the family removed to Coving- center; Ronk. left guard: Menard, know no obstacles
He has been two are anxious.• They all expect a cut, Rnby Laffoon
-2S5o
elect of Kentucky, has been promin- ton and thence to New Albany. Ind. right guard; Scott. left tackle; Ran- years in the Paducah district and it
but cannot predict just how large it Edwin Farley
2756
ent in Republican politics in Ken- After his father's death the family die, right tackle; Wilhelm, left end: Is safe to prophesy a full four year
wie be. Only one month ago 30 adAuditor of Accounts.
tucky since 1884 when he became a went with his oldest brother. For. 'Feeder, right end; Tucker. quarter term for him.
2903
ditional car repairers were put on to Henry M. Bosworth
candidate for the state senatorship sythe Willson, one of the most favor. back; Luftenburg, fall back; CartWhen interviewed today by a re- take care of the accumulation of Frank P. James
2668
against Albert S. Willis in the dis- ably known of the early minor poets, wright, half; Elliott, left half. Sub- porter for The Sun as to probable
Secretary of State.
business.
trict between
Fifth and Shelby to Cambridge, Mass.. where Mr. Will- stitutes—Cochran, Mercer and lap- and reported changes in the personnel
This is the first cut made In the Hubert Vreeland
2845
streets. He was at that time the son remained until 1574) when he re- perheimer. Witt Fisher was the only of the Paducah district churches, Dr.
'771
working forces of Paducah Illinois Ben I. Bruner
law partner of Gen. John Harlan, turned to make his home in Louis- rooter to accompany the team.
Blackard diplomatically replied:
Central shops in two years.
Superintendent Public Instruction
now of the United States supreme ville. He was married In 1S77 to
"Changes? Well, yes. There will
A majority of machinists laid off M. 0. Winfrey
2923
bench. He was the nominee of his Miss Mary Ekin, a daughter of Gen.
Valley's vs. 14. K. C.
be a number, perhaps, one-third of yesterday are from Louisville. where John G. Crabbe
2653
party for coDgress in 1886, in 1888 James A. Ekin, of the quartermasThe Roy L. Culleys and the foot- the pastors In the district will be a strike in the Louisville & Niishvillc
VominissfOner Agriculture
and 1892, and served as a delegate ter's department of the l'nited States ball team of the S. K. C., of Hopkins- changed. Our system is strictly itinerrailroad shops put many on the road. J. W Newman
2907
to the Repubilean national conven- army, and one child was born to vine, will play football here next ant and if there is any ionsiderable
Half a dozen Louisville men returned M. C. Rankin
2646
tion
in
158s,
1892 and 1896.
them, who died in infancy.
Superior, Wis., Nov. 9.—Six hunFriday. The S. K. C. team is one of dissatisfaction on the pait of either home today to seek positions at home.
Clerk Court of Appeals.
Duting the A. P. A. agitation in
While Mrs. Willson had been de- the strongest In western Kentucky pastor or charge, there Is a change.
dred thousand bushels of grain were
Few Paducah men were affected by J. B. Chenault
494n
1895- Mr. Willson fell out of line with cidedly opposed to her husband's re- and good sport is promised. Six of Sometimes changes are made when
the cut.
destroyed today when the Great
Napier Adams
2637
his party through his defense of the entrance into politics and tried to the college team are Murray boys and there is no dissatisfaction in order to
Railroad Cotnntissioner.
Northern's elevator, one of the larg- rights of Catholic voters, and had persuade him not to woik for his are all known here as strong players.
adjust the work at other points.
McD. Ferguson
3044
est in the world, burned to the taken no personally active part in nomination. She Is much interested
When a preacher is changed it does
Legislature.
politics
until
his
nomination
last
In
the
charitable
institutions
of the
ground. The property less is estinot mean that he has failed, on the
Eugene Graves
2942
mated at $3,000,000. Four fire tugs July, with the exception of making state and will undoubtedly use her,
contrary a _preacher is frequently
(1.'0h McBroom
2798
from Duluth aided in fighting the contests for the same honor in 19.03, influence for the betterment of conchanged because he is in great dePADUCAH+
flames. Tugs rescued five lake steam- when Morris Belknap was nominated ditions in this direction.
mand elsewhere. Of coerse, I canMayor.
for
the office.
ers, which were loaded. The docks
not tell you where or what the changJames P. Smith
2336
The first public service of Mr. Will
burned and also two tugs, derrick
es will be.
have no to guess at
T. B. Harrison
2043
TWO RECRUITS ,
and screws. The Grand Republic mill son was when, as chief clerk of the
that."
City Treasurer,
treasury
department
for
nearly
two
was set on fire by sparks. The WebsThere is only one four year minisJohn J. Dorian
2265
ter chair plant was gutted. The Free years be assisted in smashing the
ter in the Teducah district this year.
Capt.William Reed, of the recruitWilliam Kraus
1989
man flour mill is a total loss. In all "whisky ring" which endeavored to ing service, will arrive in Paducah
the Rev. Clough A. Waterfield, pastor
'ity Attorney.
abouth forty buildings were burning evade the payment of internal reve- today and will enlist three recruits,
of the First Methodist church in May
New You k, Nov 5.
ape&
jai.)
Arthur
Y.
Martin
2201
114 et time, but the loss on some is nue taxes. This was immediately af- whose applications have been accpetfield. Mr. Waterfield has done a fine "Funalovehi." a musical comedy. by A. L. Harper
20.1
small- One man may have lost his ter he had been admitted to partner- ed by Sergeant Blake, of the local
The Paduah Traction company to- four -years' work In his charge
He Waters has been accepted by Thomas
City Assessor.
ship
with
General
Harlan
in
1874,
life.
office. They are Leonard Peck, of day announced a reduction in its car fs one of the leading young men in W. Riley, who prodisced the "Hell of J. W. Orr (D)
218t
The fire burned from 9 o'clock last and when be was 28 years old. Be- Salem, Ky.. and William Sexton and service, affecting the Broadway, Guth the Memphis conference and a man May Fair," and "Floradora.h It will Harlan Griffith (R4—
zoss
studied
fore
this
law
for
four
he
bad
night until II o'clock today, after
George Foster, of New York City. rie avenue and Gregory Heights lines. of the "ten talent" order.
have its initial producelon in WashCity Clerk
years with the firm of Lathrop,
sweeping over a mile of ground.
Dr. Blackard will leave Tuesday ington on December 23, and after a Maurice McIntyre (0)
They will be sent to Jefferson Bar- Beginning Monday mornirg the pres2269
Bishop & Lincoln, in Boston. Mass.,
racks, where they will be assigned to ent ten minute schedule will be con- morning at 7:45 o'clock for Hum- short tour be seen here. Mr. Irvin G. L. Lehnhard (R)
1999
and with the firm of Harlan & News
Fountain
avenue
tinued
and
Jefwhere
to
the conference is Cobb supplies the book and Mr. Waboldt. Tenn.
regiments. Sergeant Blake will go
City Engineer.
man In Louisville after his graduato Mayfield Monday and open a re- ferson street, and the 20 minute convened on Wedneedavonorning by ters the MUSIC. The comedy Is in L. A. Washington
NO FRANCHISE SALE
24St
tion from Harvard
University
in cruiting office,
remaining there three schedule from there to the park; the Bishop E. R. Hendrix. of Kansas City, three acts and takes the name front
City Jailer.,.
1869.
will
be
only
Heights
car
run
Gregory
meeting
of
the
presiding
eldMo. A
days.
a Japanese town in the neighborhood Samuel Beadles (B)
229'5
Mayor Yelser, pursuant to instrucMr. Willson was born at 'Mayoon Sundays. in fair weather, and the ers of the conference, who constitute of Tokio. This gives a clew to the George Andrecht (R) "
1966
tions from the council, offered for ville, Ky., October 13, 1846, of New
Guthrie avenue tar will be continued the "Bishop's Cabinet," will be held plot, which centers around the most
Aldermen,
sale a franchise to operate a tele- England Baptist parents, who emias at present, with the exception that on Tuesday afternoon. The majority recent diplomatic incidents, the war Virgil Sherrill (R)
HE
BELIEVES
THE
DOG
2145
this
Paducah,
ppone company in
grated overland to Pittsburg, Pa..
there wil be no conductor on the car, of the Paducah pre -hers will leave scare and Secretary Tattle trip. All Harry R. Hank R1
-02173
morning at 10 o'clock at the city hall, and thence to Kentucky in 1845. In
the motermen handling the transfers. on Tuesday. Bishop Hendrix, who star cast Is promised for "Funabashi" G. M. Oehlsehlaeger (R)
2111
Chicago, Ill., Nov. 9.—Because his
hut had no bidders. This was merely
"We are making these Seductions," presides over the confereght is one Among those engaged are- Joseph C. 11. Chamblin (R)
2087
dog
failed
to
bark
city's
stand
when
some
one
a formality to make the
Bleeeker
"simtoday.
of the greatest of the Methodist hi-she and Walter Percival. Charles Bige- W. T. Miller (R)
said Manager
210g
THE WEATHER.
entered his house and stole jewelry
secure in Its litigation against the
ply -because present (hind:none make ops. He held the conference in Pa- low is to have the leading comedY A. W Greif (D)
1980
worth $500, Gustave Bluthardt acEast Tennessee Telephone company,
jt imperative. The Gregory Heights ducah nine years ago. His work role. The list of lyric writers in A. Nieman (D)
1986
cused his son and asked the police to
"which was notified of the sale, ..but
line is not paving as you can sur- moves along with ease and dispatch. eludes Cobb and Waters the authors T. P -Steen( (D)
2058
arrest him. Bluthardt claims no one
declined to bid.
Broadway service, aud It is very probable that he will and Carolyn Wells and Wallace Ir- F. D. Smith (D)
mise, and the
202t
unacquainted with the dog could have
from Fountain avenue and Jefferson announce the conference appoint- win.
T. C. -Leech (R)
2003
gone into the house. He admits the
street to the park is not self-sustain- ments before noon on Monday. He
Alleged Blind Tiger. "
dog's record for faithfulness is greater
FARMERS ORGANIZE
ing. so we feel we are mstified In did so In Paducah.
(Continued on Page Four.)
than his son's, who has been wayMarshal
G. G. Shackelford, of
making the reduction in time. The
ward for two years.
Princeton, Ky.. brought Will Murrell.
Owensboro, Nov. 9. (Spevial.)—
street car business is feeling the prescolored, to the city this morning and
Five thousand men are in town to
GOMPER'S REPLY
ent depression, like all other lines of
WANTS
turned him over to the United States
day. A call was issued for a meetbusiness, and we. must meet in We
FIRST DISTRICT
authorities to be tried for running a
ing to form a law and order league.
are reducing our forces everywhere
Washington, Nov. 9 ---Gompers.
Washington, Nov. 9.—(Special.)---,
The American Society of Equity men
we can, and in a few days shall make president of the American Federae blind tiger. He had served his fine
AND
RURAL
ROUTES
Justice Harlan has sent
f,
heard about it and this afternoon
reductions in our conductor service. non of Labor, is preparing to launch out for this orient* in Princeton.
to some Republicans of
2400 of their men came to town to
he muoh a sensational attack on the National.
We feel that conditions
urging them to unite with Denioche;
Washington, Nov. 9.—The post- improved by next spring, and the regets possession of the court house,
Manufacturers' association at the
STRIKE IS OFF
to send Henry Watterson to the
office department, In a bulletin just ductions now being made will he only
and hold a meeting. They adopted
Federation's convention next week at
United States senate.
issued, ahows that on November 1 temporary. As soon as business justresolutions denouncing lawlessness
Norfolk. It will be in the nature 9f
there were 675 rural routes In opera- ifies we shall restore the present
and any one who accused them " of
notice
Chleago,
Nov,
9.--Formal
a reply to recent charges of graft
tiop in Kentucky. The Eleventh dire service." .
lawlessness. Meanwhile the other
made against the federation's officers of "suspension" of the telegraphers'
Wet, where the service was hut rer faation met In- the court house yard
{strike was Rent to all teethe an -the
by the organ of the manufacturer*.
cently installed, now has eight rural
They had
and formed a league.
country today. Up to hoof'forty-two
Both Hands Shot Off,
routes. 'The other Kentucky districts
about 1.,In0(1 in their crowd. The
Marinette. Wire, Nov. 9.---William
London, Nov. 9 --- King Edward is
looals had voted to return to work.
are supplied with rural routes as fol- Kolanha last both hinds in a hunttight is between the men, who pool
66 years old today and received the
lows:
First, 117; Second, 108; ing accident near Vieille. lie • was
thbaeco In Louisville, and the soMorgantown, Jihy e Nov, .a --(hPe- great Callinan diamond, front -the
Third. 71: Voitrfh, 93; 'Fifth, 24: standing on a log when the shotehin
called 'warehtouee crowd. There Is
et.
. cial.)--Judee hluify, thought several Traashaal teeeerteMent, valued at
Fair tonight and snottily.
No de- Sixth, 58; heventh, 67; Eighth, 66; slipped from his grim and was disgreat excitement but no disorder so
7,00,000. It weighs 1.37 pounds
Si Louis, Nov. 9.--Wheat, $1.02: days ago to he falailhhhatjured; Will
Ninth, 89; Tenth, 13,
far.
cided change in temperature.
‘
e : Is the largest in the world.
.4corn, 63; oaten 49%.
charged,'
recover.
TRAMPS

BAREFOOTED

HOME

NINETEEN LAID
OFF BY I. C.
IN LOCAL SHOPS

PADUCAH HIGH AND
MAYFIELD PLAsi
FOOTBALL TODAY

Next Governor of Kentucky

i

THREE MILLIONS
LOST IN FLAMES
AS WHEAT BURNS

"FUNABASHIn NAME
OF IRVIN COBB'S
MUSICAL COMEDY

TWENTY MINUTES
SCHEDULE TO THEPAR K HEREAFTER

MARSE HENRY

.EDWARD GETS GEM

}

Grain Market.
. .
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-JAPAN DISCLAIMS
ANY IDEA OF WAR

Rheumatism's
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Scotex
Emutrion

Mikado's Foreign Minister
Breaks Official Silence to
Deny Rumors

is splendid for rheumatism. The cod
liver oil which

east teestmi.
seeti

James Whitcomb Riley
contributes the best and longest poem he
has written in years

contains

itaron Hayashi Declares Inmiigration
is Only Fronk's and It Holds
No Peril.

NO BASIS AT

ALL FOR ALARM

•
•

serss es

makes red
corpuscles faster
than the disease can
destroy them. Stiffened joints and muscles become supple.
The whole general
health improves.
AU druggist.; SOc. and $1.00.

THE

Washington, Nov. 9.—The biggest
kind,..of political pow-wow is scheduled to take place at the white
house November 16, when the president and some New York friends will
take up the question of killing off
Governor Hughes' boom. Many New
Yorkers believe the only way for
Roosevelt to prevent Hughes' receiving the state delegation is for Roosevelt to take the nomination himself.
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()klaillllllens, Who Faller to Get
Mums Will Fight President—
Taft Sails Away.

Tokio. Nov. 9.—The official silence
5o long. consistently maintained by
Japan on the subject of the relations
Failed to Get Plums,
of the United States and Japan in tion in this manner, it requiring only
Washington, Nov. 9.—Oklahomans
connection with the persistent re- the patience of the peoples of both
ports of friction was broken by an countries. One thing certain is that ignored by Roosevelt lu appointnterview with Minister of Foreign the Japanese government is not soli- ments, will boom Cannon or some
A LITTLE TALK
citous for 'the emigration of its peo- other anti-administration candidate
Affairs Hayashi.
about heavy overcoats may be valufor presidenl, according to the anstatement by ex- ple into any cotntry.
He
prefaced
his
able to you if you drop in on us and
nouncement of disappointed "job
People Satisfiet.
pressing
Japanese
the
hope
that
a
sincere
prolet us give you pointe-s as to styles
During the interview Minister hunters" here. They bay only the
nouncements by the foreign minister
and materials for st) lish and hand-rough riders" got Roosevelt's ear.
of Japan and its publication through Hayashi said:
some garments. Everyone knows
—
the Associated Press would prevent
"The
doubt
in
causing
only
thing
whe nthey are fitted at our rooms
Taft Sails for Siberia,
further misrepresentation and finally the mind of the public here is the
that they always bear the stamp of
result in discrediting those who are immigration question, but far from
Manila, Nov. 9.—Taft sailed from
fashion and gentility. We are waitcoutinually
circulating false anct being unduly excited, the people of Manila for Vladivostok today, a day
ing for your order. Cold weather
harmful reports. He spoke not only Japan are satisfied to rest thP case, earlier than he had planned, but he
Las arrived.
as a foreiin minister, but as repre- In full confidence that it will be ad- wanted to arrive there in time to
senting the eentiment of the entire justed in a mannio worthy of both catch the trans-Siberian train, which
cabinet and the public.
nations by the f
minded people leaves November 19. -He was given
H. M. DALTON,
Minister Hayes- hi said that the re- of America, who have earned that a big demonstration by the natives
403 Broadway.
lations between Japan and the United name by a pre-em nently just and here When he left.
With Warren the Jeweler.
States were smooth and cordial as liberal policy in the extreme east
ever, and the cause of civilization as during the last half century.
CANNING FACTORY.
well as community of interest de"According to reports from various
manded teir lasting peace and friend sources dealing with what is called May Removed to Tennessee Town by
ship. That full weight may be given the Japanese situation, it appears
Next Season.
the interview It is proper to state certain that a portion of the press of
INSURANCE AGENTS
that It was granted by the foreign the United States is bent on repreMr. Jesse Well has returned from
minister only after lengthy consider- senting an ultimate-conflict with the Martin. Tenn., where he had gone to
ation of the propriety of an official Japanese as inevitable and in order snake a proposition to farmers with
statement at this time. His announce- apparently to subserve this special a view of removing rile Paducah
ment confirms the views expressed to purpose, events of trifling importance Canping company's plam. to Martin.
the Associated Press on every hand are
into matters portend- The city wants the industry and Mr.
by politicians, newspaper men and ing grave consequences. Facts that Weil agreed to remove it there if
Stramli
Tire,
others.
can be explained easily and naturally farmers would guarantee 650 acres
Life,
5-liniatma-14ay-asht seitssit tett that the by Ito.ccultnIonist kind of common at-tomatoes ',Tyr seams; Its Is
i*:ite (1117:
chrac
.mm gration question was the most sen-sb-artr -emsrarntod ZITf
f irrre-fry
-Health,
serious matter and
uppermost in into question In some far-fetched imLiability,
the public mind, but he wail post- possible hypothesis and the uninitiatE.,,vator.
Automobile,
live that it would be settled with- ed public gradually misled into the
positive that it would be settled with- vague belief that the relations of
726
Residence Phones Old
Office Phones N•w
° 369
New 726
359
out friction. Already it practically Japan and the United States.
"These misrepresentations are Inhas been decided. The Japanese proCampbell Building, PelduCeali, Ky.
pose to control emigration in such a comprehensible and we are unable to
manner as to benefit Japan and at explain them except upon the grounds
the same time conform to the wishes of a financial nature.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
•
"The repeated publication abroad
Wednesday, Nov. 12 — "Jerry
of the American government, and is
taking most active steps in this direc- of intimations of the strained rela- Front Kerry."
tions is deplorable, chiefly on as
Friday, Nov. 15—Edgar Selwyn in
tion.
- The foreign minister believes that count of-the painful effect it cannot "Strongheart."
Japan will be able to solve .the ques- but fail to produce upon commerce.
-•
a delicate plant which thrives only
"Jerry From Kerry."
-e
in the genial atmosphere of mutual
The Salt Lake City Telegram of
confidence and cordial inter-depend- March 8, 1907, says: "The present
ence.
offering at the Grand is the Jerry
"A relieving feature is found in the from Kerry company. It is chock
happy fact that these ominous state- full of novelties, some possess high
ments find no echo on this side of merit, while, on the whole there is
Consumind
the Pacific. Notwithstanding per- not one dull moment. The music of
Consumption
“pen day and night.
Is now open in new quarterg
sistent reports to the contrary, the
r. .t
ever, ••
people of Japan regard the situation
Otis form is not always
with a sense of complete complacency
FRAGRANCE AND LUXURY
incurable. The first
and absolute confidence
It is true
intelligent step in the
that at the time of the San Francisco
treatment of the disat :ow prices. We offer the finest
troubles popular mortification and
ease is to stop the
smoker's reetuisites that experience
Come and stiinulate your
roventment were aroued, but our peoviolent paroxysms of
can select. We carry the leading and
coulling which tear
ple knew that the hostile feeling in
appetite; shake off that tired
the
and enfeeble
most popular brands of smoking toAmerica was only local and temporfeeling. Get the
•!c: Tn. Pio's
ti,e
bacco. Imported and domestic cigars
ary and their confidence in the fair(_. ,re Lis permanently
that are reel.erded by experts as the
ness and justice of America never decured
consumpfinest on the market. A large and
serted them, even in those trying
tive cut.,,, as shown
choice line of French briar and
by court testimony
days.
Meerschaum Pile_s, Smoking Sets,
habit; it is not only healthful
because its antiseptic,
"At present the situation in Japan
healing and soothing
l'ouches, etc.
but palatable—an antidote to
calmer
than
ever.
is
It
is
impossible
quaiitic; act directly .
to find in a single newspaper out of a
malaria. Ladies and gentleon the lungs and brenTHE SMOKE HOUSE,
civial pa,sages, stopvast number of journals of all shades
men accomodated.
222 Broadway.
ping the coughing and
of opinion an -unfriendly sentiment
gently healing the lacHot Tamales
toward America. I allude to newserated tissues.
Even
standing
papers
in
Japan.
any
having
the most advanced
The correct attitude of these free
consumptive coughs
moulders of public opinion is the most
have responded quick1185, Fourth St.
ly to Piso's Cure,
eloquent and irefutable testimony
which being absolutely
of the absolutely pacific nature of the
free from opiates or
popular mood of Japan. Notwithhabit-forming drugs is
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
standing that some newspapers astif the ideal remedy for
sert that the Japanese attitude is
4-0 every Form of coughs,
All Kirds of Hauling. Second
colds, bronchitis in
bellicose, I say again that it is inconyoung and old. For
and Washington Streets.
ceivable."
In nearly half a century
In conclusion. MinisterThayashi
CNJ Pi:io's Cure has been
Warehouse for Storage.
said emphatically and positively:
demonstrating that the
"The attitude assumed by the Japm6st advanced form
Both Phones 499.
anese government, which, after all,
of chest affections
•
•
is only a reflection of public sentiCan be Cured
ment, is that they are convinced that
the muse of civilization, as well as
community interest, demands lasting
peace and friendship between the two
nations bordering the Pacific."
5.
In connection with title interview,
it may be said that the relations beKNOWS
tween United States Ambassador
there is nothing In the
O'Brien and Foreign Minister Hayworld which so quickly reashi are increasing in friendship and
lieves a cough Ha the oldcordiality. They have conferred frefashioned simon pure horequently since-Mr. O'Brien'S arrival,
hound drop. The Old Homeand it may be presumed that the
stead formula has been tested
questions affecting_ the future relaand tried out on innumertions of the two countries, and at,
able coughs. It will be good
amicable settlement of all outstandfor yours.
ing questions, has been fully discussed.
The McPherson Drug Store Service stands high above all corn.
One Night Only
i petitors,
and although widely
FILES CURED IN II TO 14 DAYS.
Imitated and constantly copied,
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
our customers know the differcure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleedence between McPherson's Sering or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
November
vice and ordinary Drug Store
Service.
days or money refunded. 60c.
Company
Our Policy is original.
Our Methods are original.
E. B. Miner, of Oriskany. Falls, N
Patten & Fletcher, Owners acd Managers.
Our
Y., dammed a small creek on his
20 PEOPLE 20
If You Want the beat in anyfarm, put in a dynamo and now drives
thing and everything that
his feed cutters. fanning mill, pump,
Our Motto: Clean, relined and moral
may be obtained at a drug store,
buzz
and all other machinery on
high clam comedy.
If you want it at ths most
the farm by electricity. It cost him
The funniest show since time began. A
reasonable price possible. If you.
less than $504) to Initial1 the plant
want it promptly, If you want
show that will amuse the young and old.
Band concerts at 4 p. in.
and the expense of running it itt absoIt With ntitiOlete latisfatnien to
and 7:30. '
Carries 'a *superior tinitmlneti &nicht
Drug Store
yourself, then come at once to
lutely- nothing.
Prices 25c, 35c and 500
band. Don't infra it.
Or telephone ItiO, Both Phones.
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The best sum.
mar y of the
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The most definite and practical plan of re.
vision.
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Entertaining Fiction
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Vriute
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INDI ANAPOLIS

sex-

the band, orchestra and brass
is above the average. A good
house greeted the initial production
last night." It will be here November 12.

first author to give the American
!Julian a prominent place In
the
drama, and the unique type of character became insta.ntly popular. As
treated by Mr. De Miil
"Strong'heart" is a flill-bli?OtTgd- TIMMY wna
"Strongheart."
has been given every advantage of
"Strongheart,•" the American com- education, is a noted football player
edy-drama which has achieved such and held in high regard by his fela generous measure of success in the lows until he Confesses his love for
three years it has been before the the sister of his chum. The play is
public, will be presented here No- full of atmosphere of college life,
ember 15, by Henry B. Harris, and and the part accorded the young
with Edgar Selwyn In the role of the star is one wpich is especially suited
Indian graduate of Carlisle and Co- to him. Henry B. Harris will send
lumbia University. New York, When a select.company to support. Mr..
William C. De Mille wrote "Strong- Selwyn and a particularly fine scenic
heart" he earned recognition as the production.
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Laxative. Brom° quinine
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DV..?
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25c
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For the small rooms
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater.
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Old
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A Meant prow notice says:
seMble time In Jena Mrs. Riker,
"The atete presider.,, Ars. Riker, writes: 'On to Paducah should t
who has just returnedefrorn a tour the Federation cry of • very woutda
Western Kentucky, repo-ts a vast who wishes to find the beauty of
eariiiii.....0002...000trairkkap.
•
amount of energy and accomplish- energy and the energy of bettua
I went in that section, especially In fully aluistrated with a hospital.
Paducah. it is significant of the which coulee from tho heart of
Pennyrileae enthusiasm for the Fed- things. The Paducah aoinen cannot
Mrs. II. M. Sherrill. The house was ,eration'a work that at a recent re- be surpassed for grace and culture.
AUTVNIN DAYS.
attractively decorated in a color-iception In Paducah to the state presi. The grace and cultur.• of
mind and
scheme of pink and
These days,
gleen. The'dent there were represented, besides heart, the hoapitality of heart and l
These Autumn days,
game Pi izes were captured by M. the five clube of that town, the most eye and hand as well as cf the lips,
Luke iitussell and Mr. W. B. !SicPher• important clubs of Fulton, Mayfield. were sources of gratification and its.
Are jewels in the crown af days;
'
son. The guest of honor was pre- Wickliffe and
The mellow haze
other neighboring spiration constantly to the state pres- 1
sented with a handsome belt buckle. towns.
Feels soft and good;
idenstirdsurlit
nitar
e her visit.I
-In Paducah itselS a ea•eat 'napeA pretty course-luncheon followed
The gold and crimson of :he wood.
profoundly lmthe game. Present were: Messrs. tue and assistance has been given to pressed by the progressive and
The lazy azure of the i-10.
teem
and Mesdames William Hughes. W. the work of the women's clubs by politan epirit in Paducah; the•indiAre boon and Waiting to the eye;
The smell of Autumn cameo to us. B. McPherson, C. H. Sherrill. Frank the co-operation of the men. Tbe vidaul work of the var•ous dubs and.
Rieke, Frank Boyd, S. A. Fowler, handsome club house on Kentucky' their splendid co-operatioa as a barNarcotie rich and odorous.
James A. Rudy. Henry Rudy, Luke avenue was built partly by threiprone monious whole for work, with each
And there
Russell. John K. lismileick, C. C. Meat. business and professional men other and with the Woman's club,"
Is that in its enchanting air
Which charms away the bane of care Warien. Mrs. J. J. Sherrill. Chi- .-it looks as though a 'Men's Federacago, Mrs, W. F. Bradshaw and Mrs. tion of Women's clubs,' the ideal
W
the undersigneu merchants, agree to allow five
And makes us glad to live
of pretty Evening Party foe Entre Nous
W. F. liradshaw„le
For life's sake; glad to give
Mrs. Decker, president of the GenClub.
per cent discount on all purchases made of us,
Ourselves to Nature and to he
eral Federatlon, is to be realized In
miss . philippit Hughes, a gracious
-43-and
paid
for at the time of purchase with cashier's
At one with her---a moment free
this busy, beautiful little town of and charming debutante of
the win.
Mrs. Hiker's Ineureesions of Paducah. .
,
From mane-made things;
Western' Kentucky. The meeting of ter, was the hostess of
checks
on
any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
the Fentre
Mrs. Letcher Rater, president of the Federation will
A little flight on careless wings
be held in Padu- Nous club and some additional guests
Signed
:
the State Federation of Women's cab this year, and apropos of the on Wednesday
itao a realm of easier thought
evening at her home
out of the pleasant fancies wrought clubs, Made so delightful an imprea- stimulus what the Paducah women on Broadway. The
spacious double
. 1 lion during her recent visit here have accomplished along civie, phil- parlors
ily days like these
.
- RUDY PHILLIPS & CO.
MPHERSON DRUG STORE.
were effectively 'decorated
that her gracious words in regard to anthropic and aesthetic lines, will be
13s days like these,
with chrysanthemums and ferns in
WALLERSTEIN BROS.
B. WEILLE & SON.
---Wm. J. Lawton in Nov. Lippin, a green and white color scheme, The
NAGEL & MEYER.
WILL J. GILBERT DRUG STORE.
cott's.
.
pretty course luncheon carried out,
GEORGE
ROCK SHOE CO.
PURCELL & THOMPSON.
-4-the same motif. The club alike, a
J. L. WOLFF.
Announcements.
HOY L. CULLEV & COO.
.
dainty bracelet, went to Mrs. Henry
Lorado Taft, instructor in the Ai
It. W. WALKER & CO.
J. W. GEAVES & SON.
Rudy. The men's prize, a silver
University of Chicago, will deliver it
mounted flask, was won by Mr.
ELL GUTHRIE & (X).
HANK BROS.
locture, "A Glimpse of a Sculptorsa
henry Rudy in a cut with Mr. Pat
F. N. GARDNER, JR.. (X).
U. G. GULLETT & (10.
Studio." on Monday evening at the
licEirath. Miss Canine Sowell cat.MRS. C. W. GlItA.RDY.
GihX). 0. HART & SON.
auditorium of the Womap's club
lured the visitor's prize, a
MOADWAY
li—
lt a 8.11 III
building. 6uti Kentucky avenue, une
bunch of white dila santhenotea .. ,t
der -the auspices of the Womena
presented it to Miss Louise Hall of,
All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
club.
Dyersburg. Tenn., the guest of Miss!
face value and are gl td to get them, but the above mer_
.
Itosebad Hobson. The guests were:
The Delphic club will meet o•
Mr and Mrs. Henry Rudy, Misses
chants will allow you fi-v-c cents more on every dollar's
•
Tuesday morning at the Delphi
o
atliel Brooks, E:hel Morrow. Halite
worth
of
merchandise
bought
of them and paid for in
•
.
roam In the Carnegie library. Ti
cey
:11s, Faith Langstaff, Mildred Tee
'Old Theban Kingdom" will be dis i
cashier'6 checks on Pdiucall'b !-,an1:.
Frances Terrell, Rosebud Hobcussed as follows:
son, Louise Hall, of Dyersburg, Kath- •
1
1. The Rise of Thebes, the "Hunrine Powell, Katherine Quigley, Lil
e
dred Gated"-Miss Helen Lowry.
Ile May Winstead. Corinne Winstead,
2. The Pharaoh-'Mrs. D. A. Yetser
Henry Alicott, Sarah Souders, Nell&
3. The Priests- Mrs. Elizabeth
-------------.
Hatfield, Robbie Loving, Carline
--°
Austin.
Sowell, Mary Scott, Manic Cobb,. May
Owen, Belle Cave, Elsie Wright, of
1
l'rbana. Ohio. Messrs. Louis Rieke. ...111130Wfelieleallitlehileasaltraleaaatia271111
Mrs. George B. Exalt will entertain
•
with a bridge luncheon Tuesday afte. Jr. Calhoun Rieke. Chaille Rieke.
_
asat
la
si
•
Pshe ii.•17!Ir.th co.t, n‘..---- 1.2-........
noon at 1 rectore at ner aparLumuks,
.
7
'
In the Empire Fiats, crn Broadwsry.
IrealeaV
asWasteee- ageta.....111111billtMeMArfiskttnits-cu.Ta.CIAOMItIkitrtion of Officers- so there
-evening front 5 to 7 o'clock at theira eas no arranged program. The
Sant Hughes, Philo A 1cott, Banton
1
Allen, George DuBois, James Lang- home, 529 Jefferson street. The ...test of honor of the chapter was
The Philanthropic department of
staff. Dow Wilcox, Warren Sights, party was a beautifully planned affair' Mr. Levin Lake of Oxford, Miss.,
the Woman's club will have its ragahe souvenirs were tiny rakes, hoes 1
Confederate Veteran of 91 years
Douglass Meshy.T
'as
!treort i. Iverson.
lar meeting for November on Wednele
George
who Is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
out in the decorations of the house '
Fred Wade, Richard
day at 10 a. m. at the club house.
.nd in the artistically arranged table. \:::ani T
Anderson of Paducah.
ewe George Thompson, Jr., Edwin '
—
IThe souvenirs were tiny cakes. hoes '
DO... made a pleasant little ad.1
Paxton,
Dr.
hostel's
Benjamin Howell.
Mrs. Eli G. B000ne Is the
and spades. Several contests were
AIL- Iti• hard Scott sang very
of the Magazine drib on Tbarsda.,
.
features of pleasure. Miss Blanche , e are:a. Delightful refreshments
afternoon at her home. 308 SoutS
,
To Lecture for Woman's (lab.
'Mooney gave a charming rendition ' - aaved by the hostess
.
Sixth street. Four of the Novembe,
,
Lorado Taft. of Chicago. who will of
some old-true fairy tales. Misses ' mei era for 19
.17-lees an..
.
I
magazines will be reported. Harper
deliver his notable
lecture. "A'(''
, aadss
James Koger, president: Mrs
• NVartleld and Mamie Potter •
Magazine will be discussed by Mrs
Glimpse of a Sculptor's Studio,"
herel-erved the fruit punch. The ices .0: n Webb, first vice president Mrs.
Robert Becker Phillips and Mron Monday evening in the
auditoriumieere served by Misers Rosalie War_ Mary Burnett, second vice pret•ident,
Vernon Blythe: Atlantic Monthly i,.
of the Woman's club, is not enly a l
t fleld and Edna Mooney. The litre' '•!°. Hal Waltors, third vice preeiLouise Maxwell and Miss Ora
Mrs. Lo
famous sculptor but wherever he hart' ol
ere: Elizabet h Rhodes, Etheee,
Miss
ss
were:
Kathleen
W hitefield.
Digest
Mrs.
Vieby
Literary
Leigh:
leeturea has made a charming im
1:. r Mr, Joseph Gardner. ro---,Mooney,
Ruth
Johnson.
Leugenia
and
'
tor Voris, and Cosmopolitan by Mr,
pression as a speaker. He has been
lisrateta Billings, Margaret iteddick, ,., ;I:g secretary; Miss Mary K.
Armour Gardner.
since 1 SS6 in the Art In-,
,
Miriam Wright. Myra Virginia Gil- owel'iam •
a
corresponding
secretary:
—
,titute of Chicago. so the
Chicago,bert.
Katherine and Eleanor Foster, Mrs, Ben J. Billings. registrar; Miss
The Crescendo club will .have
Tribune
has
had
ample
time
to
7:30
notelVirginia Ross, Mirison Weille, Ella! Mabel McNichols. historian. The folpiano recital on Thursday afternooi
him Well, and says:
Puryear Hubbard, May Paxton Pur- 'owing members have le en added
Woman's
clu
o'er:eat
the
at
4:15
at
"After all it was the wit of Lorado'
year, Elizabeth and Dow Eads. Mary, •'n.s., the October meeting: Mrs. L.
house, 608 Kentucky avenue.
,Taft that most charmed the great
Potter, Louise Ballowe. Frances Allen4' •1 Albritton. Mrs. Edmund M. Post.
.
audience last night. From the moi
Katherine Williamson, Macon and I Ass. John Bebout, Mrs. Herman WeiThe Kalosophic ,club will meet on,
went the eminent sculptor began talk Daisy. Gleaves, Emma Gleaves, Flare a:stein. -Mrs
Joseph Bondurant.
clu
a,f11
Friday morning at the Woman's
Mg, in his composed, genial way.
and.ence Thompson, Minnie Wells Cheek, Mrs. Henry.G. Thompson, Mrs. Harry
hou,e. The program is:
the first picture was flashed upon the
Sarah Conner. Rachel Griffith, Eliza-: Fisher, Mrs. Kate Milam. Mrs. R. D.
Orders.
1 Architecture-Greek
screen, the running fire of commenta-as vas.- es
o......., 0.....• . Clements Mrs Rahert flicker Mir.
•
t
Mrs. David Flournoy.
upon the panorama of artiett. faces
-McNichols.
011ie
Miss
Thompson,
tarn
Halliel Ogilvie. Wil-:Mabel
- - -Sculpture - Mho!
and
2. Art
and typical masterpieces was
JamesYoung, Mss Elizabeth Sebree. Miss worie...The Educational committee
spark-Ham Eaton, Jimmie
Blanch Hills. .
ling with wit. It was a breezy chat
Wilhelm' Murrel
s1 Sadie George, Mrs. J. M. Walton and met on Wednesday afternoon and
Beadles. Enabree Blackard,
3. Pbidias-Miss sliallie Hisey.
with the people in the pews; no esti. .
•
Barclay, Robert R. Moore, Charles Mrs. Cook Husbands, Mies Mattiei outaned many advanced plans for
t. Current Events-Miss Philippa
mates of painting were forced upon
!progress and improvement of the city
Frederick Wilstach, Russell and Les-, Fowler, Miss Rosebud Fowler.
Hughes.
•
them, but they were taken into the
The national convention of U. D. schools and general uplift of Kenter
Richard Clements, Paul l
confidence of the speaker and told
Smiley. James Ross, Richard Riley,, C. will be held at Norfolk, Va , on . tucky's educational status....The WoThe Mite society of the First Bar
what he liked andsdid not like, and
Randolph Bolling, Walter Rhodes, •November 14. Mrs. Roy McKinney Iman's club held its regular business
tnst church will celebrate its thira
why, but with no trace of oracular
$1
John Rhodes, Frank Rhodes, Waddie '.nd Miss Mary K. Sowell are dells session on Thursday afternoon ante
evenin
anniversary
Friday.
on
fifth
assumption. The fact that the tee/
ga•es from the Paducah
Lang, Walla
W ' ht.
chapter.
, i,
r
with a reception at the church. Th
rarer is eminent among the sculptors,
Mrs. McKinney will attend. ..
(Continued on Page Six.)
friends of the members will be r
mat alone of this country, but of
---44 Matinee Musical Club.
sated to attend. Mrs. E. B. Richard
-- others. was not to be inferred from
•
At
the
Woman's
Club.
son has been the secretary of the sothe modest way he talked, Tall.- of
A delightful miscellaneous proCashier's
All the °patent medicines and
member of
'
several interesting meetings were
riots terj
a7 years mad- a
!good presence and strong voice, Mr. gram was featured at the Matinee
toil.'? art igloo adverPeed in this
it for 30 years.
'Taft
is a great success as a lecturer." Musical club on WednesdaY after- IleA at the Woman's club house this
I
paper are on Palf. at
l
The lecture he will deliver hereinoon in the auditorium of the Wo-iweek by the various departments of
The Art department of the Wo
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recon. the late Col. Breckinridge dal affairs have becoeffe more
settled,
Not only do we give you
quicker than in others, as is but
. se others sidetracked, it is no won- but necessary renewals will
be made
the real coin in money, but
In
tea
natural.
-ter that the Democratic ascendency for legitimate needs.
•
Retail trade is
every purchase you make here
If you are suffering from any form'
-1 Kentucky has been tottering re- fair at Cincinnati. A moderate
demeans more value than your
of nervousness, liver, bowel, stomach
Capita/
, ntly. When William Goebel was mend is noted for spring goods,
$100,000
but
money will find elsewhere.
or kidney troubles, of asthma, chronie
1
passinated several years ago, the collections are somewhat
Surplus
•
slow. The •
541,000
headaches, neuralgia, rheumatism,
•
liepubllean party wag seriously dam- advancing season stimulates retail
Stockholders liability.. ..
100,000
lumbago or general debility, don't
Peed, and Democratic ascendency was trade at Cleveland, matufactnri
ng
wait too long before doing something
eitinued by that deed. Floebel be- continue busy and labor is well emIf you need a suit, overcoat,
Total security to depositors
$250,000
for it, but come tO see me and let
hat, neckwear, anything, drop
'me a martyr, and a certain set of ployed, Shipbuildere have work
'
Accounts of individuals and firms otolicited. We
on
appreciate
me
make
a
s -al) fry oliticians hare been three- band
in
to
diagnosis
see
of
us.
the
case and
that assures activity until next
small as well as large depositors and accord to all
the same
tell you frankly what Osteopathy will
r on that martyrdom ever since. June, jobbers of millinery and dry
courteous treatment.
do for you.
ebel not been murdered,- he goods have had an active season and
.
el Go
Osteopathy es not a cure all. no;
long' epee been reiegated
to collections improve. Demand for
will it titre in a.night; there is noth,l'effite life with- the disapproval of seasonable merehandiee Is well
mainocrult Shout it,-just a scientific,
teiople of Kentucky.
tamed at St Paul. aspdothaenorthweet
rational, back to nature treatment
Goebel eas able, ensile:0;1e and en'- I Was never more erosperoun, but
041f
finer)
415,
.1312.0AD A
thal is doing much for suffering huOPEN SA'rURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8
tine rupulotis, He canvassed the dal disturban
have made collecO'CLOCK.
Manny.
octet, Of itentuckeefor governor, with tions, Irregular. Stringency has atDR. G. B. FROAGE,
the result that be had only 11 . trifle retied businesF at Portland, Ore.,
Phone 1407. 516 Broadway, upover leo votes in a convention of aver)wholesale trade
illesilleeettle'lleaglieueebeedirmenswes
With out-of-town
stairs.
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YOUR FALL
TOP COAT

Any Good Dresser will Appreciate

Priced from $12.50 or $15.00
to $18.50 or $20.00

- ttRP.f.K.3!

BLINDFOLDED

The Clothing Store That Carries the

UNION STORE CARD

323

•

Broadway

GENERAL COUNCIL

itr

e

Magazines ad Periodicals at Cut Prices

i

I

4

\

D.E. WILSON

THE BOOK AND
MUSIC MA

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary.Plumber

Steam Heating Expert
R.epair Work Solicited.

iahcaYs

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

Department Store _

Offers to cash $3,000.00
worth of Checks for its custo•
mers tomorrow, Saturday and
Saturday evening.
If you want money to keep
circulating, trade at Harbour's.'
-ffettir quality for lowtr
VirnirrECITi.ticr.6-4wg, prices than you can buy elsewhere is the store's motto.

etl

•

Interest Paid on,_Time Deposits

Third and Broadwai
,

•

•
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to St. Louis and Chicago. and on
'NEENNEsz
'' relurnIne will the In Arcadia. Nio.
l
Mr. Morris was in Pada..,, •,-(tii,
and was congratulated ' in :1th:ince.
He is popular and his many friends
. here will be pleasantly surprised at
the announcement.
Important Called Meeting.
---In Circuit Court.
There will be a called meeting of
Open Meeting Churvh Society.
D. W. Fooks, administrator of E.
the Woman's club on Monday morn-I The Furnishing society of the First Rudolph. against Florence
Rudolph.
lug at It) o'clock at the club house., Christian church will have an open et al, judgment for sale for settle
Business of urgent importance and meeting on Monday afternoon at 3 ment of the estate.
all the members are asked to be o'clock with Mrs. A. S. Dabney,
"I Laura B. Clay against the Union
present.
Noith Fifth streakAn atutractive Central Life Insurance comapny, conE are prepared for yous winter requirements in
musiral and literary program will be Untied.
oil cloth in a very choice line of patterns in all
Attractive Church Social.
rendered.
J. B. Taylor against the Paducah
The Dutch Market, which was
widths.
Marine Railwarcompany, verdict for
given by elrs. William Bourquites
Misses Lottie Harper and Katie $460 damages. He sued for $10.000
30C A good heavy grade, per
mid Miss Olga List's Sunday school Buck went to Kaler, Grates county, for injuries to his leg, which
wit,
square yard
classes of the German Evangelical this morning to attend a, birthday broken by accident while th.
church, was a de4ided success. A party given by 'Me. Clarence w ieeies tiff was employed by the dot.
35C Extra quality for heavy wear,
large crowd was present and an en- to celebrate his twenty-first birthday.
Helen Seitz against the Paducali
per equate yard_
.....
joyable time was had by all who atDr: It, E. Hearne returned this Traction company, defendant filo I
We say and guarantee
tended. The market place was deco-, morning from a visit to his former reasons and motion for a new
trial.
$1.00 Stove mat, l'a yards sq. rated with red and white and plants home at Nashville. Tenn.
that no soot will be in
The Fidelity Casualty comapn
bordered all around.
of white chrysanthemums were on' Mrs Charles Smith returned to her against Palmer Transfer compare\
the stove or pipe after
the different stands.cos,e
Ma • delight-i home in DeCeturville. Tenn., this and W. L. Wilkerson, dismissed withthe entire winter's
Duteh dishes were seed by girls morning after visiting her skier. Mrs. out prejudice.
work.
in the quaint Dutch
m e. About Noble Parker, on South eixth streeL
Fred Rottman against the Paducali
$25 was realized.
Mrs. Jacob Straub ane children Traction company, dismissed and setleft today for Fordsvillt. ley , to visit tled.
3 years of age in this great contest.
Interesting Alumni Meeting.
relatives.
Brunswick Balke Collender comEvery one of the 54 babies will be
The Paducah High School Alumni
Superintendent Egaikk of Ow Louis pany against B. F. Key and others.
shown on the curtain at each and ev- association held the regular meeting ville
division of the illineis central, judgment for $826.50.
ery performance. Every admission for November on Friday afternoon went
to Louisville today ;eh r attendMrs. Laura Reynolds against Wie
of 5 cents entitles you to vote for at the High school auditorium. An
ing a meeting of the ho
Iii board Lam and Roy Katterjohn, judgment
your favorite baby to win one of the attractive literary program was ren- here.
for $75. She sued for $500 ford
handsome prizes, and be declared one dered under the direction of the litMiss Lizsie Conrad went to Louis- ages to hoise and buggy, claiming tee
Our line is complete in
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
of the most popular babies of Padu- erary committtee. of which Mrs. John ville
today to visit relate, e
defendants frightened her horse with
-Dr. Hoye: residence phone 464; cah. Daily standing of the votes will J. Dorian
sizes, finishes, designs,
is chairman. Miss Mary
Hanson McCann, of the. United sn automobile.
office 175.
be seen in the theater. See prizes at Brazelton gave a delightful paper on States
quality and price.
navy, Is home on a furlough.
At noon today court was adjourned
-Dr. Gilbert, osteepath, 40054 Konetka's jewelry store on Broad- "The Early American Poets." Miss
He Is a midshipenan and has been in until Monday. the case of 3e-s. MinOur Prices raege from
way,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Adah Brazelton rendered with skill the service aboard
the battleship nine Canningham against the Ay••r
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
two piano numbers. Mrs. Louis M. Kentuek.
& Lord Tie eompany, being held over
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new COM le'TS DEFEAT SOUTH
Rieke. the president, was in the chair
Me. Lester E. Collins, o: Mt, Holly, until then before given to the jury
SIDE
FOOTBALL
TEAM.
and the alumni was well repreeented. N, J., will arrive this afternoon at G She sues for $2,11•00 damages for the
phone 351.
At the business session there was o'clock to spend the week as tho death of her husband, Daniel Cun-We have just received another
In a fast genie of football this much routine and new business dis
lot of those beautiful White Wax Deguest of Miss Faith Langstaff. 731 ningham. who drowned off the steammorning the Comets defeated the rued. The alumni will continue its Kentucky
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway,
avenue.
er Margaret.
Riders
South
by
a
score
le
to
of
0, work to establish manual training in
-We give you better carriage and
Dr. Carl M. Sears is in Chicago on
better service for the money than Charlie Hnders, left half, making the city schools, which it set on foot business.
In Police Court.
three touch downs. Both quarter , last year with a lecture by the teachis given by any transfer company in
Mr. and Mrs. Q. D. Vaughan, of
Jim Andrews and W. H. Hayes, for
•acks played a star game Mr. Hays,er of manual training in the Cairo
Louisville, will arrive tomorrow even- stealing a ride on Illitees Central
America. Tine carriages for special
*as referee and umpire. Thirty min- public schools, and of which it is the
-:";\. rtte,i
ing and will be the guests of Mr. and passcager trains, were fined $1 and
occasions on short notice; also eleute halved were played. The line-upj earnest advocate as well as pioneer.
Mrs. Henry Overby. 225 Fountain costs each.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. was; Comets--Ashbrook
, c.; Richey.: The alumni will co-operate in the avenue., next
Charles Springer, coloied. carry- ..f
week.
--Forms for real estate agents for rh.; Enders, If.; Mingus,
Shelton, forestry work of the federation.
Mrs. George H. Robertson. of North ing concealed a deadly weapon. ac, sale at this office.
lb.; Swift, captain and ie.; Ogilvie,
Third street, will leave Sunday night quitted.
-City subscribers to the Daily re.; Lloyd, rt.; Wahl, ht.i Minton,
FO it S \
•
fo-vitit her e+ster. Mrs. J. H. Mr
Ricketts-Morris.
-SLIM -Mk> V!is* the delivery- of
rf.T Hewett, ht. SotTfb-SideturnMican,
The
in
Kansas
marriage
City, Mo. Mrs.
of Miss Xenoline
papers stopped must notify our col- ham, c.; Gideon, rh.: Hughes, fb ;
Deeds Filed.
it_
t.,1, I
FOR RE\ 1
roo - t
Robertson will visit other relatives.
R. A. Bowers and wife to W. 1.
lectors or make the requests direct Elliott, lg.; Mitchell. qb.; Savage, he.; Ricketts, of Cairo. to Mr. Noble K.
r house, 24412 it
Morris, of Paducah, is announced to In Missouri and will be gone about Bowers, property in the county. $1
to The Sun office. No attention will Rooks. re.; Gardner, rg.; Thompson,
grocery opposite'
take place on the evening of Decem- six weeks.
and other considerations.
be paid to such orders when given 11x.; Barnes, It.; Moore. rt.
FOR .SALE-Youult
Miss Mary Elizabeth McNally, ot
ber 25 at 8 o'clock at the residence
F.
G.
Hudson
HawCharles
to
to carriers, Sun Publishing Co.
vines, 10c each
of Miss Ricketts.. It will be a formal Liverpool, England, arrived this week thorne, property in the county, $1,00e
Address I ti. Bung
subeerilters inserting want ads in
-Smoked White Fish just received PEANUT EATER CHALLENGES
low, 1754 Monroe street.
affair and many friends will be in- to make her home here with her
T.
13,
Rouse
to
Tht• Sun will kindly remember that
L.
B.
property
Page,
at Biederman's.
BECKER TO TALK OF FOODS. vited. Invitations are not out, but aunt. Mrs. Thomas Kilcoyne, 905
Sendoc
n
-Tstructions
for ri-In the county, $100.
all such item are to be paid for
-Miss Isabel .Mohan, pianist and
the news of the wedding leaked out Trimble street. .
W. J. Bearden to- J. C. Hedden. when the LIG is inserted, he rule ap- moving pimples front the face withAurora.
,111.,
Nov. 9.-Dr. T. J. through friends of Mr. Morris in
accompanist, has now her studio in
Omar Cunningham, of Massac, has property in the county, $100.
Pat plying to every one without excels. out tile of drugs. Address Z, care
the American German National bank Alien has challenged Mayor Becker, ducah.
gone to Bowling Green to attend colGeneral Delivery.
Irene
Gardner
to
Dow
Massey,
S.
W.
building, second floor, where she of Milwaukee, to a formal debate as
Miss Rieketts Is the daughter of lege.
property in the county, $337.40.
THE Perfection Oil Heater aLd
FOR
KINDLING
wood
ring
to
the
values
relative
2361.
food
of the pea- Mr. J. F. Ricketts, a prominent himwould be pleased to see all her
Mr. George Reed, of Wickliffe. Is
nut and the egg. The debate is to her dealer of Cairo. She
-MITCHELLS for high-Arias bicy- Rayo Lamps advertised in this paper
friends and patrons.
In
the
city
today,
is one of
Marriage Licenses.
are sold only by Noah's Ark.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
be held in the Aurora coliseum on the most popular and attractive young
Judge L. B. Anderson, of Mayfield,
--For quality use the Diamond
Edward Monroe to Marguerite
FOR RENT--One six-room cc.
Tuesday
night.
challenge
The/
grew:
FOR SALE or rent, ii-endri- coni-rubber stamps. The Diamond Stamp
society girls of Cairo, and is well le in the city today,
Yard.
tage, 502 North Seventh. All me
plate. Ring old phone 426-r.
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Jackson, of
Works, 115 South
Third street. out of a statement credited to Mayor!known to many Paducahants.
ern conveniences. Phone -264.
Becker that he had started on a two
Phones 358.
Mr. Morris is the son of Mr. E. F. 'Mayfield, are visiting relatives in the
EOR SALE-- Cheap, gasolineboat,
County Teachers
weeks' diet of eggs and that he would , Morris. of 219 Farley Place.
FOR RENT-My els room brick
Mechan- city.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
Today is the second ro-gular pay Gray engine. Addeess A. K., Sun.
speak on his fare at Dr. Allen's corn-i icsburg, and is
rtaidence, 121S1 South Sixth stre.
Attorneys W. V. Eaton and W. F. day for county school teachers, but
one of the most popu• ity for a few months, and I have acFOR heaties aed stovewoo
d ring Joseph
Mattison. Sr.
quired an interest in his business and ing meeting. Dr. Allen is now on the :ar young men of the city. He is a Bradshaw went to Louisville this the money did not arrive, and Super-; 437 F. Levin.
twenty-first
day
sixty
of
his
days'
diet
WASKF:Ps--Colored boy about le
stall look after it for him. Any inrepresentative of the Courtney Shot morning.
intendent Biliington paid off withl FOR DS.'
w OW), old phone
years old to work around house an I
formation with reference to any and is feeling well.
company, of St. Louis, with headorders.
2361.
brunch of it. will receive prompt atstable. Paducah
quarters at Poplar Bluff, Mo., and TO HOLD OFFICIALS
Dist. Co., 12s
----WANTED-Tieleition as Meat cuttention if you will call up The Sun SHOOTING UP THE TOWN
was until a year ago traveling out of
South Third street.
LIABLE FOR DEATHS.
May Prosecute Bankers.
ter. Phone 1122.
office. Both phones 358. E. J.
WHEN POt4SE CAI(.HT
Paducah for the Fels Bros. Clothing
FOR RENT---Four room fiat wie,
New York, Nov. 9.--Reports that.
FOR RENT- Fuenished roott.3
ton.
Indianapolis, Nov, 9.-The state criminal prosecutions as
company.
bath, front and back porches, halls
a result of with steam
heat, 432 Washington St. etc.,
Tulsa, I. T.. Nov. 9.-After being
--Place your orders for wedding
After the wedding the couple will railroad commission, according to the conditions disclosed by the presupstairs. No. 1440 Broadwe
500 LOADS dry stove wood for L. D. Sanders.'"
Commissioner Wood, will within r ent banking situation in
itvitations at hope. The Sun is eurf ued by a posse with bloodhounds
this city are
few days begin carrying out a plan to imminent gained wide circulation to- quick delivery. Both phones 203. ,
showing as great an assortment as for 2.4.,hours, Harry Miller. one of
•
MEN --Our catalogue explains le
hold high officials criminally responsiFOR leleNT=Ipur room flat, we teach barber trade
.111 will find
anywhere, at prices the three men, who assaulted and
day. It was said that reports made
in few weeks
a woman at Keifen Thursday
robbed
ble for murder of passengers in rail- to the comptroller of
much lower than you will have to
the currency, Third and Tennessee. Phone 222. mailed free, Moler Barber College,
night, was captured twelve miles
road wrecks. The state's legal de- who has thoroughly
TOR SALE-Roll top desk with St. Louis, Mo.
investigated the
pay elsewhere.
south of here at Jenks, where he
partment will back the commission. affairs of two
national banks which chair. Apply at this office.
LAJDIES -Our catalogue teaches
---R. D. C:ements & Co. are show- was shooting up the town in wild
have been prominently mentioned in
ORDER your dry stove wood, loose how we ttaeli hairdressing, manicurire the largest line of $1.50 popular weet style.
Socialists Aim at Kanter.
connection with the present trouble, and bundled kindling from Johnetoa- ing, faeial massage.
copyright novels for 50 cents ever
etc., in few
London, Nov. 9.-The so( lalists do disclosed conditions which led him Denker Coal
Co. Both phones 203.
weeks. mailed free. Moler College,
shown In the city of Paducah.
HUNTER STUMBLES ON LOG;
not conceal their Intention to make a to make a minute investigation.
-Butter, Bulbs, ale kinds. ePpecial
-CLOTHES cleaned - and pressed.
GUN DISCHARGED; IS KILLED
demonstration against the kaiser
Hyacinth bulbs, per dozen 25c. M. J.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The St UIH'
iT
llikl.Nk:
lele ATES of deposit aril
when he officially visits London next
!Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone cashiers' checks accepted in me•
Yopp Seed Co., Second, eteeet.. Old
Terrat Haute, Ind , Nov. 9.-ClifWednesday, One of their leaders,
_
•
11016-e.
phone 243.
ment for any real estate sold for ins
ford Neece ,aged 16, of Ellsworth.
says that the emperor's progress
-Smoked White Fish just received six miles from this city, was killed
--WTE ARE NOW
a position to hr Whittemore agency. No ralso 1'1
through the city will be anything bu,
1:10x 80p0
at Biederman's. •
serve any and all nista Of sitidivlehes -ortre:‘:. t7,vot-ce C. Thiehis.
e
today while hunting. He' stumbled
triumphal. He does not disclose how
--The Rev. W. E. Cave will preach on a log, the charge of the gun enterchile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
wANTEt)-Salesmen to sell
the disapproval of the socialists will
on "John's Record 'at the First ing his chest.
Third.
ricating oils and greases on salary
be expressed, but declares that his
e
Presbyterian church tomorrow mornor commission. Excellent side line.
majesty will not be received wit I'
,
A BRICK residence for rent. S35
ing. and on "The Character of Judas" GENERAL
BOOTH SAILS
The Champion Refining Co , Cleeecheers, adding: "Of course. nothine
Madison. Apply to Rev. W. E. Ca-se,
at the evening a rvice.
AWAY FOR EUROPE TODAY.
land. Ohio
improper will be done."
214 North Seventh street.
-The great baby contest is now
' FOR RENT Eight -rooin be :lc
on at the Kozy theater and there are
TWO 8 -FOOT show cat-ti.s anal
New York. Nov. 9.-Tto the music
hous, with bath, on Kentucky
Texas Fever In Hickman.
•
54 of the sweetest little babies under of bands and cheering of followers.
'ends for sale cheap. Apply at 333
The Clothier and Furnue near 'Inch school. eeply to NI
Hickman. Ky., Nov 9--The govCLOTHES
i•oadway.
General William Booth otehe Salvestock inspe2tor has been to
C. W. Girarcley, a ith
Philidra
nisher says, "Green and ernment
ion Army, sailed for Europe today.
WANTED---To rent house or (:oi- & Co.
-Xttr Master CraftinaushipHickman to investigate the twenty
:le probably completed his last tour.
eze
by
permanent
tenamt.
Address
Brown are the com- five of thirty cases of Texas fever
LOSTL-- Noveniber 2,
- in or near the
' G. M., caff Sun.
America.
which have resulted to cattle in the
groeery corner Twelfth ard Jack- in,
manding colors this scaei,%ANTED-Hustli
ng
town. As a result, a regid quinnagents, -cite). one Cameo set ring. Finder plaice
KAISER WILHELM SAMS
son for men."
, erk, big pay, phone 1116-a or call return
tine has been placed over the town
to 1211 Jackson street aid
ENGLAND
FOR
0 NYACHT.
'_ 271
/
2 Broadway.
for nine months. The disease was
receive' reward.
Soft
fabrics
with a
Flushing. Holland, Nov. 9S-Kaiser
brought here by two Texas steers
-WANTED-Position as assistant
Wilhelm sailed on the royal yacht
gratifying to any of us: to
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat.
ehich were imported for logging
slightly
rough
bookkeeper or clerk in grocery. Adsurface.
is considered a
little old
eiday 'for England, escorted by the
ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
purposes.
dress E.. care Sun.
feel that we've spent our
fashioned in this day of exliritish channel fleet. Despite recent
We show you the
Work called for and delivered. One
WANTED
Position
by
book--tories of illness, the kaiser seemed
money to zood advantage;
pensive extracts and toilet
Fugitive .errested Here.
finest ever.
keeper and etenographett. Address trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
o be in good spirits'.
Marsal
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
11. Hatfield, of Adams,
got a good (Pal for it.
waters. But if you will give
, care Sun.
Every detail in cut, Tenn., arrived this morning in search
3:15-a,
our
FOR
RENT-Nice home in counThat's exactly the way you
Boy Killed by Diablo Spool.
WANTED-- For 1'. S. army: Able.
style and finish abso- of Louis Halloway, white, who was
e. two miles from city. Good pastSan Sebastian, Nov. 9.-At Pamout on a $250 bond for carrying a
can feel when you buy a suit
lbottled unmarried men between ages
e.
Apply
Chas.
plona a boy who was playing diablo,
Bichon,
•
389-2,
lutely .;orrect.
pistol and skipped his bond. Detecof 21 and 35; cIttnene of the United
one.
11.,o_
phRitE
of Roxboro clothes here; no
threy the spool high. As it was falltives Moore and Baker arrested him
_ States, of ebod character and tem-Just
in
lryJExp
ressing he misjudged its position Val
NTeA
four-room
bowie literate habits:- who can speak, read
this morning and Marshal Hatfield
a fair trial you will be surmatter what your p ice, these
failed to cateh it. It struck him on
Another swell bunch of will take Holloway back this after- clothes are worth tie money with all modern conveniences at 514 and wrlte English. Men wanted nose
prised at the fresh, clean
the temple, stunning him. He died
North Fifth street.
Apply 516 for service in Cuba. For information
noon.
the newest eastern
fragrance, and a little in
three days later.
North Fifth street.
and more.
apply to Recruting Officer. New Richthe bath watur-will strengthen
shades in suits. Prices
GOOD PRICE paid for furnitere mond House. Paducah, Ky.
For the Undertaker.
sorts
all
store's
of
full
The
Card of Thanks.
and stoves at Williams & Peal. 205
Tiffin, Ohio, Now .9 -Miss Nan
your opinion, perhaps, of
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
up to $45. Drop in to- Nolan,
The City Republican Campaign
of good wearables; we pi
South Third street. New phone 901-a. property on South Fourth. Three
i s,
favorite niece of the late
a
your
grandmother's good
committee desires to take this method
night and let us show Thomas O'Conner, of Joplin. Mo., the you full money's worth.
FOR RENT--Two 3-room houses houses. numbers 427, 431 and 47.1.
taste. Our Neroli Cologne is
of thanking our many Republican
multi-millionaire zinc king, was wed
on Kincaid street across Sixth street between Clark and Adams streets.
you.
and Democratic friends for the hearty
very fine indeed and we sell
yesterday at Dearborn. Mich., to Wilbridge. Apply to Gip Husbands or Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin,
co-operation given them at the elecYour check on any liam Schwartz, a Fremont unde
Phone 1780.
it in half pint glass stoppered
Ill. Box '306, or Inquire at Joe Brention on last Tueiday and during the
taker. The bride had received Cie
ner's shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
FOR
BALE-Ckieoline
bottles for
launeh,
*CV
.
local
bank
'or trust com- $$$ from her uncle's estate.
campaign leading up to the election
We allow 5 per rent
eorse power, 19 feet long. Will Pe- avenue.*for full particulars.
We believe, as we did before the
pany will be accepted in
discount
on all cash
change for real estate. J. It. Hall,
NIGHT SCHOOL-First montaj
election, that you will never have
Wife Keep.; Suicide Pact.
Ftrook port III.
tuition free If you clip and mall 'sr
this sto:-e the same as
purchases, paid for
4ause to regretj the part yoi i took it)
Greely, Col., Nov. 9.---Mrs. Carrie
\'‘ANTED-A Dreier at Robinson. present this notice within the next
It. We desire to thank on Republiwith Cashier's Checks
cash in payment of ac- Tollersdn, widow of J. W. Tollerson.
'
$21 a week to a lirsi-class man. five days to Draughon's Practical
can newspaper. The Sun,'for the very
wealthy lumber deeler, tdday kept
on Paduewh hanks.
Baldness
counts tir for purchase ea suicide
(incorporated)
College
,et 'Mtg. Co.) Robltiaien. 111.
hearty support and for all -the courtepact with her,hustband. De31434 Broadway, Paducah.
0:1
sies shown us. and for the Register
Ofl
REN
4
P----To
gentle
e13
m
1n.
•
of merchandise.
nit
7
relatives'
watchincshe blew out
spite
phtnee 1.755 asking for 'pafticalars of
ter some of its exeel'.ent eflitoristls.
furnished
upstairs room, convenient
her brains. Ten days after the hus;
jjiis remarkahle offer. If youedeeles, „.
To all who helped us bring about
to bath, hot and cold water. )141131‘
band ended his life. . No reaeon'tor •
quit at itnd of month, owing nothi- g,
such a splendid victory we feel very
R.
D.
Clements,
street.
4.08
Clay
revealed.
either suicide was
or continue at special rate--I4
grateful and wish to say so now.
Lost--- Smait white foe _terrier mouth.
.
Yours' very truly,
Drusthrlotas
ith brown spots on left and brown
Many an otherwise truthful man
-E. E BELL. Chairman,
Fifth sad Broadway. ON.Palma loom
claims to get a larger saRtry than he
head and White nose. Return to 610
No better friend than the mart
H. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
does.
Husbands for reward.
himself
rmen
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Keep Warm

A

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

Poor iI Vloth.

W

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

30c
35c

rui

,

IOCAL NEWS

¶I.25 to $75.00

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

At-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-ri-4

I

I

The Us; of
Toilet Cologne

Neroli Cologne

50c

tetit-fti

The sense of being
economical is always

1
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013511111ATE ULCERS

BIG ELEVATOR

MAY LEAD TO CANCER

IS DESTROYED WV EIRE AT DULUTH, MINN.

A BLESSING TO
THE WEEK IN SOCIETY
_
MANY PEOPLE

Turn
The Wick

Continued From Page Three.)
nine members were added to the club
There is no difference, at first, in the appearance of a cancerous and a
meeting of the
roster. The open
...onstuon ulcer, and for this reason every sore that is obstinate or slow in
Sickness:Civics department followed this. Dr.
May
Mean
Less
Much
-eating should eitcite suspicion. for the sore is nothing more than the exteri Meyer Lovitch, rabbi of Temple
nal evidence of a polluted blood, and if allowed to remain may degenerate Six Hundred Thousand Bushels of
Israel, spoke wisely and hopefully on
is!
When.
cription
Pre,
This
Wheat Oil Up in .•
tnto Cancer. Efforts to heal the ulcer by means of salves, plasters and other
ke—boss
as high as you can—there's no
'"Padurah, Past, Present and Future"
external remedies always result in failure,because such treatment can have
Nidlions.
Two
Is
Known by People inPaducahl,and Mr. John S. Bleecker, of the Hisdanger—as low as you please
no possible effect on the blood, where the deadly germs and morbid matter
—there's no smell. That's
torical and Forestry committees of
5oriu, and are carried through the circulation to the place. No sore or ulcer
coithe
Commercial
because the smokeless device
asked
club,
for
discharging
open,
can exist without a prefillsosing internal cause, and the
operation along these lines in a happrevents smoke or smell—
nicer or festering old so -e will continue to eat deeper into the surrounding
A HOME MADE REMEDY.
Du'uth. Minn., Nov. 9.—Fire of
:pity informal little speech
that means a steady flow of
The
flesh as long as a polluttd, germ-infected circulation discharges its impur- unknown or:gin caused the destruc.
tc..Vett
!music was by Mrs. James Wellle and
awing heat for every ounce
ities into it. S. S. S. pots to the fouutain-head of the trouble, add drives tion of the Great Northern elevator
0'.0.:‘
; Mr. Robert Scott....Friday
.. in Superior last night with
of fuel burned in a
out the germ-producing poisons and morbid inteuirsties which keep the "A"e,,
8041 ,
mornig.
the Literary department discussea
ulcer opt-n. Tben as this rich, purified blood 000 bushels
of grain, principally; This Is a message that will e ites
eoes to the distaste! place the healing begins, ,
fathiii„s Maurice Maeterlinck tte Man. Dramawheat, all of which was fully cov- ihappiaelie again into many
all dischasge ceases, the inflammition grad, ered by insurance. The elevator was,land sunshine fee) the lives of .l'uni- Het alb i Essayist very delightfully.
Ile
ually leaves, ncw tissue and healthy flesh
Mrs. Edmund M. Post, Miss Anna
d of disheartened and dis.
• are formed, and soon the sore is perma- owned by the Great Nortern railroad!dres
.)bV": Webb and Mrs. James Campbell
of
but
was
leased
to
Thompson
the A. D.
laged men and women here. It re-!
nently cured. S. S. S. is made entirely
.y
Flourno featured the program.
roots and herbs of a healing, cleansing Grain company, of Duluth. elparks'quires Just a little inconvenience for'
--81-nature, and unlike mineral medicines, Ignited the Grand Republic mill milt can't be bought already prepered.
Informal Evening.
which often do great damage to the delicate parts of the system, S. S. S. the lower bay !slip, the Great Lakes, it is a simple home recipe now 1. ring:
(Equipped wit' Smokeless Delia)
tones up te cry part of the body. Book on Servs and Ulcers and any medical Dredge and Bock eelnPanY and the made known in all the larger ,!tie,: Mr. G. L. Robertson was the host
i
!
at
an
informal
party
on
adY, ice des:reel free.
Wednesday
You can carry it about and care for it just as easily as a lamp.
THE SWIFT SPECTFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA, DuluttfeSuperior Storage company,'thrc ugh the newspapers. It is inwhich contained the ftnIshing plant 'ended to check the many cases of evening at his apartments. "Bach, •. -Brass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely fin.
of the Webster Chair company. At ' rheumatism, kidney and bladder 7 roll-. Hall." in h°n°- of hil guest, Mr'"
ished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.
debauched her eare looking on, skep- . mianight
1
liam
Louisvil!e.
A
Br'
Keep.
of
It looked as though all ble which have made so many cripples
I iealir, quest4on4ng-C-1,1110'f ,
taineerl wo„id be eompii etely
denLoieelled, en- lI and invalids and vseaklings of soneewick Stew was served. The din ri.7
ey."
The
adds cheeriness
tailing an estimated a regate
;gi
lossof our hrightest and strongest people. room was prettily decorated with
,
Lamp
At Tientsin. where the Chinese!of two
to the long
million
dollars. The fire' The druggists here have been nott-:chrysanthemums and ferns. Mr. Ile'
”Mytather haat hoes a oneerer from sick headache officials had closed all the opium dens
winter evenings. Steady,
estarted at the southwest corner °tined to supply themselves with the id- ertson was assisted in receiving .
/miles last tweele•Isie years eis, sever toaad any in
the native city. Mr. Merwin fount.;
relief %Mal le beau %Meg year ewer'''. Since
, entertaining his guests by Mrs. E
brilliant light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
;elevator
"A" dock and cammunieated gredients, andh
the sufferer will a‘e
1.5.MOM Inking Commode Le has
had the dens in the foreign cbncessions,
IA'Intree, Mrs. Clay Wilkes, Mi.'.
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
the liesetaehe. They hairil eatarely eared law
to the elevator.
no trouble to obtain them. The pre-.
c...seoa. j/hrjj
jjeogjjp•1,.1 thew to do. I liceneed for revenue by the foreign
and
Gregory
Katherine
burner.
Every lamp warranted. If your dealer canThe
t the privilege of mine lila eaese.. eonsuls, running
scription
steamers
W.
A,
Parent and W.
is as follows:
Fluid Ex-1Che81
"
wide open. In vale
'Wilkes.
5.51
..// Rosins/SC.W.IDemme/NAL".lad.
not supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
Dandelion, one-half ounce; ;
the Chinese officials protested that A. Rogers were In elevator "A" slip tract
--lee-write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
this laxity completely nullified the loading wheat and the latter was to Compound Karon, one ounce, and!
Best fcr
Surorlee
l'arty.
out
3110,00o
The;take
Compound
bushels
wheat
three
of
Syrup of Sarsaparilla
effect of thtir own prohibitien.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
The bowels
Miss Georgie Pierce was pleasantly
,,,nsii:s could not see their way clear.tomorrow. The steamers Utica, Alva ounces, Mix by shaking well In a 1
Incorporated/
i e eke up the revenue. Truly, it is!and Chili were on the opposite side bottle. The dose is one teaspoonful! surprised by a number of her friends
'r!
i at her home in Little's Addition on
of the slip and were pulled out by after each meal and at bedtinie.
an • xiraordinary story.
Thursday
esjoyevening.
most
A
tugs
to save them from destruction.
'I he most conservative oalclal esti-'
Recent experiments, even in severe'
,
elate of the opium smoking poptila-' The Clove elevator, owned by the hospital cases, move this simple mix-, able evening was spent. Those pres- Beeker Phillips. They are en route street, into their own home, 815
tem In China its 100,000,000—only Peavey company, was on lire and for tore the remedy for Rheumatism. be- 1 ent were: Misses Naoma Dennis. from Nashville. Tenn., their former Madison street.
e Maflelleki. Icunice Manericia. home, where they had been ‘isitiug
I i;,oili1.111)1i more than the entire pop.. a time it looked as though it would cause of its positive action upon the
Pleanant. Palstabl.. Potent. Ts.it Good. narked,
Many;go but the firemen succeeded In ex-:eliminative tissues of the kidneys. ItlIAZIP HerZei0C. Edith Sisk and Bettie to California. Mrs. Howe was foror Ii
N”er le.,ti ii of the United States.
,enuin. tat,N,
wig Is bulk.
offic iti, place the list at 1:PC1•000.000.!tinguishing the flames. The blase eonipela these most vital organs to Bless: Messrs Alhtu Rollison, George merly Miss Inez Whitelielcl of Clarkselearanteed 14 cure or your molt • ...cu.
Ster!fog Remedy Co., Chltaro or N.Y. sql
also spread to a saw mill, the Prop- filter from the blood and system the Tunis. Gordon Wilson, Louis Mcln- ville, Tenn., a popular visitor here.
Success.
Standard reinedi ir Oust
I
,erty
of Peyton, Kimball and Barber. waste impurities and uric acid ehich•;toeh and Lex Watkins.
tlINUAL SALE, TEN MIWON BOXES
Genouncre and Bunnials
Mrs. Cook Husbands left Friday
ni
but this likewise was extinguished are the cause of rheurnattsm
II
431401MS. Curet KidBright Lights Dangerous
It
night for Richruond, Va.. to join Mr
ney sod Madder Trputlies.
before
serious
damage
was
done.
Delphic. Club.
Now. whta the evenings are draw-cleans s the kidneys, strengthens
ilusbaeds, who has located the •
e
Kaltscophic elute
.e.
:ng in, we must warn our readers
he
and removes quickly such ,
She eel visit Mrs: Baxter Pace in
The Kalosophic club discussed Louisville for a few days en route to'
Damage Is Greater.
against the deadly bright light. When
MEN AND WOMEN.
ptoms as backache, Wood disor
Mrs
U•• big •A 1, r t,t P•tur11
s ker. of Opium.
mos: of your leisure time is spent in;.!.*
Duluth. Nov. 9.—At 2 o'clock thi ders. bladder weakness, frequent lint- "The Golden Age of Greece" very in- Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. Husbands
rfirrnarrecinauu,uiat..as,
la ii.lays.
Guarsair.r
Irritations
:th..r•Liclis
-0: 5. You naturally turn your atten- . morning the fire seems to be under' nation, painful, scalding and discol-i terestingly on Fr'day morning at the will be widely missed in Paducah
Os* t• erriotor,
of ni c c num immerses..
Proww• i.e.."... P./o'ms, a n.i sot laetrile.
t;eii to the problem of illuminatioe control, although still burning fierce- ored ur:ne. It acts as a powerful, Woman's club house. "Pericles" was social life.
billiatitall011CIL goni or yotrouout.
and probably you buy an Incandescent ly. The property destroyed at this! sttmulant to the entire kidney and: presented by Mrs. Edward Bring111.1sfl$
liald by meresumis.
Capt. and Mrs. John. L. Webb and,
The_ curia:
..feet In eitio wimple,.
fekoh---f. rne-ranteed- to he-teb ho5zr-ttr----Two- -Greet -Northern
karat. Miss F.1.114.4 Smoke discussed Miss Anna
maks.
bladder .wt rivI ttre.- -Pate- neer- -1414e
Webb moved this week
1440'
by *zeroes. preeetd. fee
*.hat the opium tree'
rine. ,e :finger than any other.
SLOB. or 3 behtles II3 75.
vators; Minkota Flour Mill and Ele- them and invigorates the entire tract, "The Literature of Athens During the from the Smith Fiats, on South Fifth
Pruner ass Oa IMINSINIL
'.7.
.
opium, t-4iit k,ne.
Fit II. the well-known oculist. vator; Freeman Mill and Elevator: It makes the kidneys clean the blood.'Golden Age." "Manners and Cusse.] i.- Ls- been intestlgating this mattes
opium—is a III:nor
Grand Republic Mill and Elevator: , The Dandelion will take care of liver toms of the Age" was featured by
Seate.e' 11.411naeRieeeateeillf
le, I.
1111111•1111111111191ifew
Jultred in try only a
1 ee Save his assurance that a Commander Mill and Elevator: 20.trouble and constipation, and is fine Mies Belle Cave, Mrs. David Flour•
habitues who want to
noy reviewed "Current Events" of
N..
r:411! :ight :s just as hurtful to, dwellings and several small ware-1 for the stomach.
i , ei
other wcrids. Thls
en:
as an insufficient light. The; houses. It is now estimated that the' All the ingredients, states a well, the week.
,.f
turnina and te • ; hese
rt )1* the difficulty is to see that i damage may reach 12,250,000.
—01--known
• local druggist, are of vegetable
eight ezeit in our house ir
extraction, making it a safe and liarm, Attractive papers disenaing some
'Phases of literature and life under
i.haded. so that no naked
less prescription at any time.
te.e: •
the V. Dynasty of the "Pyramid
man
it.a
be u :s:.ble to the eye - Those who suffer and are a..cuslees of
t yen the degree, it
-King" were presented by Mrs. Same,
Anse
may look bright and prosperous -- but a
alwa
tomed
purchase
to
patent
a
bottle
of
ha bit.
; A. Ryidy and Mrs. Frank L. Scott
precedes
a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
medicine should not let a litti r inToday China, (Iris
di bale h.:-7!.
1st the Delphic club meeting on TUPSThe %%ant ails, tmiii bring ebout a
convenience Interfere with making
life—tor the time when you will ut•ed money—there
frightened az her ii'.'. t.
!-pers., coe- eon.' many tran.netion.. today and at
-day morning at the Carnegie library.
th's
prescription.
Wherever
up
Cais
is oily ore- way to do it—Rave, atid you will be sure
dition, is grapplieg %%0..1 he vice that leant our of them %/mulct concern C4INGRESSM AN NUKINN El' SAYS
_AL_
becontes -generally known. 'tees a
- .
I
No ,iich you,
has her by zhe throe
7
-Zrthe future. "
:Mont Proof.%
WE IUST HOLD THEM.
large eastern publication, it ruins
teroic effort at mert
refores has
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips and
Start today—a dollar will do it.
the sale of the patent medicines and
h.lrliall
ever before lp.".-a
There's no room at the top for a
Miss Anna Webb will leave Novemto-called rheumatism and kidney
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac'
ber 17 for Marinette, Wisconsin, to
phmooim, and Hs. eures, which is its best endorsement
Resources of
counts if left with us six months or longer,
, attend the marriage of their brother.
_
walian Group Are Unbounded
, of virtue.
Mr, Will Webb of Paducah to Miss
Katherine Eva MacAlister of MariROGERS' LIVERWORT nette on November 21. The wedding
will be a brilliant church ceremonial •
TAR AND CANCHALAGUe
Nor the templet. cum
Couhii. o
followed by a reception at the borne
chit • rise. all ....1111.. •
San Francisco, Nov. 9.—After an .4.ti.ma
•rl.met of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
extended tour of the Orient, Philip- Ter end WAd Cherry
•somptlon.
v
bye for aer.
n.ln: Webb will be at home after
January
••
teodard
pnes and Hawaii, Congressman Mc- tamed in e
,,,tigh Remedy it C011,11411. DO oplmm ro•
1, at the Palmer house In Paducah.
Kinney. front the Rock Island dew'IC tiro
(ego he levee with safety o chi'gren.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Howe and
trict of Illinois, returned today on Pr,cet.t51 Sold by itIvey & List
children of San Francisco, Cale were i
WI Mena' MTN Co., PrOpe.. Cies eland. O.
the steamer Persia and will proceed the guests thie week of Mr and Mrs.
east at once.
I "Well, Harry." said
the
lady. W. G. Whitefield and Mr. Robert
Va.
As a member of the territorial,"don't you think you have a thince
committee %tech left here last June;to be president of the United States?"
McKinney visited Honolulu and later
1360111aMillffiu.k.;.;."-"Nta
"Oh, I don't
know," answered
the Philippines, where an exhaustive Harry-, carelessly. "Maybe I'll try
study of conditions was made. Ac- for it after I get too old to be a
cording to the congressman, we must pitcher."—Exchange.
never entertain any idea of letting
the islands go. He said:
1
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
"The resources of the islands are
Have you neglected your kidneys?
unbounded. Great coal, copper and Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with 'your
gold d epoelts have been found and
kidney& and bladder?
Have
you
even greater wealth seems in store pains In 'bill!, side,
back, groins and
for the United States in other re- bledder? Hale you a flabby apspects. immense timber holding!, for I pearance of the face especially Tse let
'the eyes? If APS, WL:laitis' Kidney
instance.
"There is one thing." he added. ; PI:1s will cure you—at Druggists.
50c. mfg.
' that must be done quickly for the Price
wimams,
Co., Prop., ClevePhilippines if America would better
land. O.
.
the conditions there, and that is to
remove the revenue on sugar and toKnicker- Was he conditioned on
baeco."
entering college?
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Rocker--Yes, he was ten pounds
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Canova, S. D.. Nov. 9.—Seven
A good reader is nearly as rare IV
armed bandits held up this town at a good writ. •
an early hour Friday. They blew the
-fife in the Interstate bank, Seell'
$6,500 and escaped. While two bal.
dits worked in the bank. the others
guarded the alleys and streets. The
ocupants of a hotel across the street
were aroused by the -explosion, 1 , •
the robbers opened fire and dro‘,•
them back. The hotel was riddled
with bullets. Where lights were
burning in homes the bandits forced
the owners to extinguish them. The
iyuararkteed
town was terror-stricken.
Badly crippled financially and witti
for,
Kidney and
its quarters almost ruined as a result:
illadder Diseases.
of the early morning raid, the bank
opened its doors as usual this- mornSMALL AS A PILL
ing, Wealthy residents going to the
EASIER TO TAKE
aid of the institution with ready
Two doses giro relief, am as
cash.
Everything of value was taken ex- will curs any ordinary ease of Kid
trouble
Rem A% e •
cept $1,000, which the cashier of the ley or bladder
;raw' cures Diabetes
Sem Ina
bank haul hidden the night before.
enalmelons, Weak and Lame Back
i.t.i.umattstn, and all irregularities of
Haley's elnereen.
E, H. Haley, who left here some hx N-idn,
9091
*11 and Bladder In
sSree weks ago with a ear of.horles
and women Said at VI cents
to attend the state fair at Dallas.. igr not na t.`to no cure no pay
basis
Texas., was awarded a large 'ion- by MoPaorsoull Drug store Feint:.
her of first and seeond premiums, hie;
Ind Broadway. Sole agent for Pada
rash premiums reaching a total' of
asou receipt of
IOC Oi sew hi
ever $740.---Murray Ledger.

CC.03 CI.0
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all

Idleness always envies industry.

erica by Lark Itsbiotaa On., Us*
, 1111•• lir'

During the big Removal Sale, which is
now in progress at our temporary quarters,
Fifth and Jefferson streets, we will accc:pt Cashier's Checks in payment for cash purchases at 10
per cent. premium.
-Avail yourselves of the greatly reduced
prices in all departments and of this
liberal premium privilege on Cashier's Checks.

L. W. IIENNEBERfiER COMPANY
Oncorpornted.p

"The House of Quality."
Temporary Quarters Fifth and Jefferson Streein.
Both Phones 176.
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Arnold, of Wheaton, III., is conductHaul colds, bad coughs, severe bronchitis,
Mg it.
weak diroMeonsek imago. We wish you would
License for saloons in Brookport
ask your doctor if he knows of anything better
and Joppa expired election day, but
for these troubles than Ayer's Cherry PectoCONTRACT given, hteked by r300 000 00 eapitel and 18 years' tel'ea.21.;S
as the law allows them thirty days to
. ral. We believe it is the best medicine yieu
Do ncl trustfee much fo your own Nagpossildy take. But ask your doctor,and
DECISION MADE BY ILLINOIS AT- dispose of their stock, they, were re- MAY BE USED IN PAVING NORTH
merit inedicul mailers. Conault yout co
"
PR raa.CTICAL
thus be sure to make no mistake. ciety.elicciew
licensed for that time. Metropolis,
Jo frr frequently. Heknows be.t.
TORNEY elENEItAL.
SEVENTH STREET.
Business Colleges
Brookport and Joppa will all be dTY
lororpurated.1
after December 5.
PADUCAH; 312 Braadway, an1 Evansville and S.
Easy to Acquire.
Nashville American.
Dr. Albert Willis, of Birds Point,
II
Shostal sni, Penmanship, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
Affects Plan for I _ ivement of 1/es Mo., is visiting his parents, Dr. and City, Engineer L. A. Washington Di- Ivrelekeepiog.
"1 always take my country cousins
lereinese meta Ala..
tbv well, Write, eneae, .or Lail fir (-ital. :toe.
River-What
Mrs.
Plaines
lie Has
J. T. Willis.
around to the slot machine booth."
Mrs. Bridey-I hear you men talkrected to Inspect Work at Jack30
Caltegc
ts In 17 St/ate/A.
w, eta Benjamin has returned
"Do they enjoy it?"
to Say.
ing so much about "Havana wrapson, Tenn.-B. I'. W. Meets,
home from an extensive visit through
pent. What is a Ilavanna wrapper
"Not specially."
"Then why do you go?"
Virginia and Ohio, his former home.
anyway?" Mr. Bridey-Well, it's a
"Well, I can get a reputation as a sort of tobacco habit -Philadelphia
Charles Ransom,.expertmachinist,
Spilegfield, Jl., Nov. 9.-A heavy at the Bending works, left today fora Seventh street between Jefferson
lpendthrift for anout 40 cents."- Press.
blow was dealt deep waterway advo- Cincinnati to take to himself a wife. and Madison Street; will be paved
cates this afternoon in an opinion lie is expected back the early part of with tar and crushed stone as an ex4311193ENDIMEHIGINIRSIMINIC."11
prepared by Attorney General Stead next week with his bride.
periment, and if the experiment
at the request of Governor Deneen.
211-213 S. Third St.
Albert Davis had several thousand proves successful, this class of street
Ky.
The opinion deals with tlee navigabil, cigars shipped back to him from Improvement will doubtless be adopt
ity of the Des Plaines river and the Marion, the result of Marion going ed on a large scale. At Jackson.
state's rights in the stream. Briefly, dry.
Tenn.. the government experimented
Stead interpreted the law on the subIt is said the ice factory here will successfully with this material and
ject as follows:
You get handsome, well
soon close for the winter as there ia City Engineer LA. Washington was
appointed oarriagea
The navigability of the Des Plaines no demand for ice in the winter sea_ directed by the board of public works
when 1 serve you. We
river is a question of fact and not of son except saloon's: It may drive to visit that city and learn ail he can
give prowl pere rial atlaw. If the Des Plaines river is not that institution from our city.
It cuts about the process. Hs was also intention at all times.
navigable In fact, no action will lie the concern -out of about $1,500 per structed to prepare plans for the
BYIS
by the state to remove, or prevent, a year. It affects not only the ice face structeimprovement that the work be
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE i9 15
completion of the dani now in course tory and saloofis, but the cigar 'corn- pushed eapidly to completion.
of construction by the Economy Light pa fly.
All members of the board of pubani Power company of Joliet, at
lie works sere present at the special
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL DIA14 ER
Dresden Heights. The Economy commeeting held yesterday afternoon.
pany hrecia a valid lease to state
Street Inspector Elliott was authorproperty at the site of the Dresden
ized to buy 3,000 yards of gravel for
Heights dam and may use this land
street repair work.
for the construction of the dam even
Superintendent .Keebler. of the city
to the extent of flooding same.
lighting plant, was instructed to reUnder this ruling the prospects of .31/MINISTRATION loll PROMO- move all telephone poles usad by the
deep waterway goes glimmering uncity or telegraph companies not
TION OE CI% I L SER1 IC'E.
less the people vote the expenditure
actually necessary for stringing wires
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
of $20,000,000 for a deep waterway,
The board desires to rid the city of
with the knowledge that the power
so mane poles.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
created will yield millions of dollars League Adjourns After Electing JoThe gas company was granted perThird-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
well A. Choate Presidentto the Economy company, instead of
mission to make gas connections on
1Is Work.
and without injury.
the state. This Is considered so reJefferson street near Seventh street
mote, however, that there appears
from the bitulithIc street. The comFourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
small prospects of even an attempt
pany will have to replace the street
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
on the part of the state to have the
in its former good condition.
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 9.-The anquestion passed upon.
Debris was ordered cleared from
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
House wiring, electric plants instAlled.
nual meeting of the National Civil
in front of 61's and 617 North Fifth
According to Stead's opinion in the Service Reform
sending us your laundry.
league practically street.
Complete machine shop.
judgment of ?awyers who examined ended this
afternoon. Joseph H.
Gas cut off boxes on North Fourth
the document the only chance for the Choate was
13.2.424 N.Pourth
t.
Phones.7/S7 ",
elected president and
street, which project above the pavestate to acquire a title to any water
resolutions were adopted commendment, were ordered removed or cut
alligninellinalln1Weeetenansame
power along the channel of the pro- ing President
Roosevelt for "deter- down to
a grade with the pavement.
posed ship canal is to buy outright at mined
and effeceve enforcement of.
Concrete sidewalks on Broadwas PEACE
a condemnation este, the riparian the civil
ON THIS SIDE OF
service laws and ru:es." and from
Fifteenth to Twenty-fifth etreet
rights of abutting land owners. The expressingsatisfaction
THE Wt!....
R_I_LIS PROMISED.
that
congress
were accepted. They were built by
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
Quthlm .isgsliced :for this is"Slatiirtres•
vf-ttrowtter-TtrtrItert"et-risnfrarlin • Treorge -Katterfohn,
u
pendous that such a plan will prob-t the principles
Managua. Niearagua, Nov. 9.-!
of the merit system.
lont, portion between Fountain
Old Phone 842.
avenue
ably be dismissed without further! The
Presidents Zelaya, of Nicaragua, Daresolutions urge congress to and
the Bradshaw creek culvert is
consideration. It appears now to bel take further
vila. of Honduras, and Figueroa, of
steps to relieve its mene-: not yet complete on
Manufacturer of
up to the united states governmentibeaccount of street
Salvador. were in conferee',' yeloerig entirely from "unprofitable labor improvement
Contractor
work.
Katto proceed with the deep waterway lot distributing
day at Aniamapla for the purpose ot
patronage," and urges terjohn gave • bond to complete
it
movement if the dreams of the pro-oho president
ainsidering pease in Central Ameriand congress to pro- when possible.
moters of the Lakes to Gulf Deep Seaa
ca. They agreed to forget past dif
for a competitive classification;
drain
at
sewer
Clay
Fourth
and
Canal are to be realized.
Ire' a ssistant postmosters. pension ex- stree
,ts was ordered lowered to Ints ferences and declared fraternal rela-I
The Dresden Heights dam will not :ttniteng surgeons and fourth-class
iota; existed mutually, and that
Fridge Stred aid Packed
prove surface water drainage.
Interfere with the physical construe- postmasters; also to provide that all
itrevi011at treaties of friendship were
Acceptance
of
concrete
pavements
eon of a deep waterway, the pro-, Other postmasters and collectors 01
463 /efte•sw ii
on Fourth and Fifth streets from it force.
vision having been made for a four- customs and internal revenue sha:1
('lil y to Trimble streets was deferred
teen foot channel. This meets the re-1 be appointed by promotion, thereinLyng:rages are voices of a nation's
until defects are remedied by the
anirements Of the war departmentlabolishing the present practice of
man d.
aP- contractor.
and harmonizes with the federal pointing inexperienced persons.
I A financial statement was presentheme for deep waterway developThe president Is .Urged to "make ed to•tire 'board. phowng
that about
mAMER1C,1Nf4 IN EX:1,14"
went,
such amendments to the civil service , $6.000 remained
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
in the street fund
rules as will reduce to the minimum .to be
unknown to us. And yet
phrase
Is
a
Office House:
used between now and the end
ti to 10 arn.
.
t o 4 p. m.
the practice of making special esce13'101 the year.
consumption is drieing thousands
both Phnne• 270
lions thereto." The policy of placing.
rile in far-off Califttrnia or stone
Indian agents in charge of an ap'other dl-tans heed. Before you subpointee classified under the competi-I
mit to brine ealled. give F;inulsotive system is approved.
11Yen a thorough trial. It has cured
Papers were read by William Dud- 1
many at lotion siting their loved
Terrell Kennedy has gone to JenFLLMOVED 10 THIRD AND
tttt
Physicians enelaree it. Six het.
nings, La., to make it his future ley Foulke, of Rieltmond, Ind.. Fullerton
KF_NTUCKY,
L.
Waldo,
secretary
flee
of
the
$5.o0
front your druggist.
home.
dmiramboisera
r•
*sok Binding, Rank Work. Legs
J. C. Howell has gone to St. Louts Pennsylvania Civil Service association. and Professor John A. Fairlie,
River Stages.
to buy goods for his store.
and Library Work • specialty.
!Cairo
FREE REAL,USTATE PRICIft LIST
11.8 0.5 rise
Miss Carrie Rehlmeyer has gone to of the University of Mictilgan.
banquet
At
a
tonight the principal Chattanooga
3.2 0.5 fall
Jacksonville to work in the atr.011111.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE ravan
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
10.7 1.6 rise
Massac county Sunday school con- speakers were Richard Watson Glider Cincinnati
11.1 0.8 rise
vention is now in session at the M. of New York, Attorney General Bona- Evansville
PACKET COMPANY.
Florence
1.4 0.1 rise
E. church. State Field Worker A. T. parte and William Dudley Fou:ke.
Johnsonville
2.3 '0.1 hlse
(Ineorpet mod.)
Louisville
7.6 0.6. rise
MI1111111111111111•111111111EMEMIIIIIMIIIIIII OTTO HAMILTON LEAVES
THE EIRE DEPARTMENT. Mt. Carmel
5.3 0.2 fall
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
INashville
9.1 • 0.6 rise
STEAMER CLYDE
buy horses,
Otto Hamilton, a fireman at sta.'Pittsburg
10.2 1.5 fall
lion
No.
resigned
1
yesterday
and
Louis
i St.
sell horses,
6.4 0.0 srd
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
A r e bus i Less system'zers,
today resumed his trade of carpenter. att. Vernon
10.1 1.9 rise
Every Wednesday at, 4 p. in.
board horses He had . been in the
time savers and office necessidepartment a Paducalas
7.3 0.8 rise
do a general
year and had made an excellent fireA. W. WRIGHT
Master
ties to the real business man.
livery husines.s.
Mane No successor will be named
The rise of 0.8 shown by the marks
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
untij` Monday 18, when the board of
Prices Right.
of the government gauge this mornfire 'And police commissioners will
This comphny is not responsible
ing is the largest that has been reflaearaporatod.1
meet again. There being no extra
for invo:ce charges unless collected
corded at this point In several months
firemen,
no one is acting In his place.
Feerth St. and Kestucky An.
I
by the clerk of the boat.
The stage is now 7.3, with a rise of
115 S. Third St. Pho es 358.
nearly
two
reportel
feet
Cincinat
astasommummomossimor The Evening Sian-ine. a ereet.
Special excursion rates from Padunati and Louisville. This will give
_
uth to Waterloo. -F.ire for the round
Paducah a reasonably fair boating
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
stage by tomorrow.
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
There was little doing at the wharf
boat this morning, both receipts and
--shipments being light.
EVANSVILLE. P A DUCAR AND
The Kentucky is receiving freight
- C31110 LINE,
today preparatory to leaving tonight
i for her regular weekly trip up the
(Incorporated.)
'Tennessee.
Memphis, Tenn.- October
The J. B. Richardson left thie
EVANSVILLE-PADU('AH PACKET,
:
16, round trip, $5.26, ForImorning at 8 o'clock for Cairo.
(Daily Eacept Sunday.)
rest Cavalry.
The H. W Buttorff is due in from
Evansville today.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John F
Birmingham,,Ala.- Round
The Castalla came in from Joppe
Kopk:ns leave Paducah for Evanstrip $9 35, 0^t. 19th nnd 20th
leo
;
hn
eioR
r noiynagl.
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
return Oct. 27th-Account
was able to make her
Press Clubs,
regular trip from Golconda today.
THE wri,
..tmEn DICK FOWLER
Padis-eiati
Louisville, Ky. - Round
I The-Clyde is due in from the TenLeaves Paducah for Cairo and way
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
nessee river Monday night.
landings at S a. m. sharp, daily, exreturn Oct. 19th - Aeccrunt
cept Sunday. Special 'excursion ratesRiier men say that the shipments
As the Government Starnp.will indi, now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
of lumber, stock and farm produce
cate. Purity of the
and return, with or without meals
.by southern farmers has fallen off
Home Seekers' tickets to all
:a ,- id room. Goi music and table unconsiderably. The producers are in
poipts in the south and southsitrpassed.
unusually good shape this fall and it
west, including New Orleans,
For further information apply to
is said that they are able to hold
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
e A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
would
be
We
glad
to
everything until the situation clears
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
, !liven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
have you call at our up.
Territory, at about one fare
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
And
for the round trip, good reFirst and Broadway.
let
explain
and
store
us
Official
Forecasts.
turning for thirty days.•
Ohio from Evansville to Cairo
this remarkable offer to willThetontinue
rising during the next
Jamestown, Va.- Expraiyou.
three days.
_
THE
tion, April 19th to November
The Tennessee from Florence to'
30th-15 days; r23.75. Coach
AND CURE THE LUNCS
Free delivery to any the mouth, not much change during
excursions on sperial dates;
the next 36 hours.
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
part of the city.
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
nIVTROPOLI3. TEL.
The Mississippi from below St.
10 days.
and medicinal purposes, and you can
Both phones 756.
Louis to above Cairo, not much
D. A. Bailey, Prep.
For information, apply to
change during the next lc hours.
not secure anything superior. Sold
ffewinet *ad beat hotel In the city
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
.•
late* lirO.00.
Two large sample
.
most everywhere.
Broadway.or Union Depot.
Country Doctor-"That'e the worst looms. .Bath rooms, Electric Liglita m
J. T. DONOVAN,
ease Cit wry neek I ever see, PeIeg
the only 'centrally located Hotel b.,
Act City Ticket Cflioe
How's you gat It?" Paleg-"Drivbe city.
AND AU.THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
R M. PRATITFR,
IIrtiggiglatt
In' thet me* mare o' mine an' everOODIENIIIRCIAL PATRONAGB DO.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
laselnly lookire behind t' see If an
Agent Union Depot
Seventh and Broadway
OR IlLONEY REFUNDED.
LICTfTIOD.,
auto wuz comin.."-Pirek.

WATERWAYS

Be Sure

TAR AND STONE

,
F1,51?
,
LJ

DRAUGHON'S

It

GUY
NANCE & SON
Undertakers
an Embalmers

eaducah,

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEiT WAY TO

1

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

COMMENDS

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--Why?

EAST
TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
_

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

STAR LAUNDRY

R. L. McHurtrie

-

Mattresses

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Dr. tit. T. Hessig

IN METROPOLIS

HENRY MAHN, JR.

RIVER NEWS

Real Estate Agency.

41tIBBER STAN

i

FOR KENTI
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

1 The Tully Livery Company

The Diamond Stamp Works
-10--

$2.70

AgERICAN=GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

• Watch the
Label

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

NINE SUMMERS OLD

iv;

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

Early Times

Jack Beam

KILL

COUCH

NEW STATE HOTEL'

- wTH,Dr. King's

eDeris€,CTO.iviliticier.asy

S. IL WINSTEAD

•

filoRecwg'

•••••

A

•
•
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9,

THE PADUCAH. EVENING St'N

PtIGE EiGHT.

keurch on the Mayfield road Is: German serviced fourth Sunday of each
month at 14) a. in. Engligt services
necond Sunday of each month at 2:341
lp.
Spastor.e Rev. WilEVANGELICAL--Th
liam
Morning
ourquin, pastor.
service, communion ifi German and
("inertias.
proofs of death reached home office. Any other c01111141lly would
English. Evening service in coinFIRST--The itev. S. B. Moore
New York, Nov. 9.-Leading New
hate raid only half the amount of this policy as same had been
memoratiou of the Reformation. The
pastor. Services will be resumed in
Promptly
settles
monwealth
in force .only six months. The C(((((
York banks were exerting themselves
evening sermon wit be on the subject
the main auditorium. Sunday schoo!
foe In Full-no matter when death occurs. *tend the following
to meet .the demands
of the Reformation. Eight 'new eie-;;;:
m-( ictivelY today
9:30 a. in. Sermon 10:45 on "Allecorrespondents
and depotscountry
ot
rs
will
be received.
giance to the King." The evening
Jeffersonville, Ind., Nett 4, 1907.
itors for currency. They declare sugservice aril be a service of song, In
CONIMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE Cee, Louisville, KY.
Temple Israel.
etch some of the best soloists of the
gestions made from several western
received settlement in tell for claim under
05 linen:
There will be regular services at
ity will participate. The public cossources that they are not meeting
Nov.
died
.
McDonald
who
Maggie
the
Ufe
of
Temple Israel Sunday mooting at
policy No. e6997 on
invited. Prof. F. L. Mtn-Doi:currency
legitimate demands for
o'clock,
4th.
director; Mies Ham, organist.
front the west are entirely unfoundpromptness with which you
your
for
to
you
-4,
want
thank
I
Evening Program,
ed, and that they are, on the contrary
settled this elaitu, as the proofs of death were turned into • the
Seventh Day Adventists.,
Organ voluntary.
taking every practicable measure to
same
that
and
Services every Saturday at 821
office a short time after the death of the Insured
1. Opening Hymn.
the west and south. One of these
aid
certainly
South Sixth street. Sabbath school
day yesur company made settlement in full, which is
2. Invocation.
several
banks,
with
in. large
have
done.
eorapany
would
.t:30
p.
other
p.
m.
Preaching
at
li:341
promptly
thap
any
more
.3. Anthem-"Blees the Lord. 0
rrespondents,
hat,
:housand
lees
issued
policy
was
although
that
this
All
are
heartily
invited.
I also desire to say
Soul."
My '
its
about
reserve
depleted
by
your
than six months ego your Comeany has settled in full, as
4. Scripture Lesson and Prayer.
a quirter during the last few
Salvation Army, 130 Broaduay.
Policies are in full Immediate Benefit from the date of issue.
5. Solo, "Abide With Me"-Mtee
banks
At most needed. The country
Sunday services as fellows:
I will say a good word
whenever
I
can
you
that
Assuring
Mamie Dreyfuse
down
been allowed to draw
have
all
treat
that
it
will
hall,
in.,
meeting.
3.
11 a.
holiness
p.
for the Commonwealth, as I feel confident
6. Offertory-Violin Solo (Selectafwhich
balances
to
a
point
their
In.: song and testimony meeting, 8
poltsyholders in the same manner as they have done me.
edl-Mt s. Clark.
0, in.; gospel service and chalk talk. fords in many cases hardly more than
McDONALD,
E.
RICHARD
7. Quintet, "I Will G:ve Thanks"
dratts sold in
Beneficiary.
.
Children's ineoelog at 2 o clock. Open enough to meet the
e---By Temple Quintet.
business. They
ordinary
course
ot
the
916 Mechanic.
air meeting oa Broadway one-half
8. Short Sermon-Pastor.
have brought paper for redissount to
hour previous to these meetings.
9. Solo, "Help Me to Pray"-their New York correspondents in
Prof. MacDonald.
principal
amounts, and the
large
Christian Science,
10. Quartet, "I Wi:i Praise Th.,
banks has
York
of
the
New
difficulty
m., WedServices Sunday re: 3.0
Write A postal card to W. D. Ashley. Superintendent of IndusGod"-Temple Quartet.
currency
nesday 7:30 p. m.fi Sundly school at come from the demand for
Peducate
Ky.,
TENTH STREET-The Rev G
and
Broadway,
Building,
Sixth
Eagle
Department,
trial
to be shipped against the balance
9:34
a.
in.
Broadway.
Hall
527%
Llewellyn, of West Kentucky colleg,
111111i.um ageIll %till be glad hi end and explain fully the many exclusive
created by those rediscounts. As the
felon! 11 of COMmoNWEALTH 111,111'41We. You do not obligate yourMayfield, ill preach tomorrow mornrediscounts have been in the nature
Church
Notes.
it
°ter.
by
talking
any
%%Ay
self
in
ing at to o'clock. Communion a:
have not
The Woman's Home Mission so- of actommodation and
Paducah Depository, -Citizens' Sayings Rank,
10:45. Sunday school at 9:30.
currency
to the dig
brought
a
cent
of
eiety- of the Trimble Street Methodist
that
shurch will meet Monday afternoon counting banks, they do not feel
Baotist.
at 2 o'clock with Mrs. P. L. Darnell, they ebould Ms called upon to supply
FIRST-The Rev. Calvin M. Thomp
currency in large amounts under the
1004 Trimble street.
pastor. Dr. J. B. Moody, deal,
possiThe Woman's Missionary society existing conditions. The best
of the theological department of te.
308
ef the First Baptist church we! meet ble judgment is being used in meetat
Marti,.
Hall-Moody Institute
for curChestnut
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock in the ing these country demands
shown to
Tenn., wel preach morning and evenfavor
is
rency.
Steelal
pastor's study. All the women of the
ing.
small interior banks where there is
church are cordially invited,
NIATT ()'DOHERTY, Mist Vice
NORTH TWELFTH STREET-no clearing house, because it is real3 le POWERS, Pres.;
The Rev. J. R. Clark, pastor. Preaci not in a position
Pres.: DARWIN W. JoHNSON, Sec. and Treas.: DR. J. W. GUEST,-It's not quite a horst-lees age- ized that they are
ing at 7:15 o'clock. subject: "Eisele
co-operation
and the
to
count
upon
Medical Director; GREGORY & ell'HENRY, Gene. Counsel: J. M.
not by about a 00111141W years yet:
al Punishment at the Ratio of 16 te
QUINN, elanager of Agencies. LOUIS G. RUS.SELL, elaneger In„ee seed imeet.,, are „e e„emele „ use of the clearing house certificates.
1.
communities haybardustrial Department.
they ever were. If you eant to buy as in the case of
institutions.
SECOND-The .Rev. I.. G. Graham
strong
ing
a
number
of
or advertise for sale. any of that
pastor. Usual morning and evening
Must Hold Reserve.
eon, a classified ad. will manage the .
services, preaching by the pastor.
_
. _
,
New York banks feel bound to re;natter for you.
tam n a certain proportion of their reSurdas school at 9:3-4) a. m. Sun- Grother, pastor. Morning service In
efethieliet.
Hebron , German. Eyening service in Eng"Tell us how old you are." said r 'serve to guard against the possible
day school at Mizpah aud
Pete' Ms.. one at ereett peent.
T/4144e1 eiT4t4i4CT-Tets
te -et:trial's-Lessons -Cone-, peetty Towns In:Falun-of-a reieisrated(ev, nicru,). beemeee -thee- (*Heil .
-tierh. e
Fields, eartor. Mrs. Fieelo will mile
i eeteing St ere end Chart h." Press-he -Areatteuriesit, -who- Mr4--aevettes-esm-4-etrestorsess--4hee-fitireeiew
--In the morning on "Character Mold
ing at church in country at 2:311. cealed hie age. "After you, made-; London by the Bank of England and
German.
Inge' The pastor fills the PulPit In
LeTHER.eN--The Rev. William The new schedule of servises fur the moiselle."-Nos Loisirs.
in Paris by the Bank of France, as
the evening.
BROADWAY-The -Rev. W. T
Bolling, paetor. Usual moraing and
evenicg services, Mr. Robert Scott will sing the
morning offertory and Mr. Robee
Chaetaine at night.
TRIefBLE STREET-The Rev. G
W. Ranks. pastor. Morning sermon
last before conference. Every mem
ber of the church is requested to be
present at II a. m. Evening, song
service. Program.
MECHANICSBURG- The Rev. .1
\V. Cantrell parlor. Sunday school
9:45, G. W. Smith, stileeintentlent:
preaching, 141:45 a, m. and 7-45 p.
111 : Junior Leaglie,
P•
Senior leeteue, 7 p. m.; choir meeting Wednesday evening 7 p. m.

4 AT THE CHURCHES
4
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NEW YORK BANKS
TAKE CARE OF WEST

COMMONWEAL1H

PAID IN FULL SAME DAY

All Industrial Policies Fuly Paid Up at the Age 75

Commonweakh
Life Ins. Co

• I ouisville,Ky,

Li
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For Inflammation

Episcopal.
GRACE--The Rev. D. C. Wright.
rector. Holy communion. 7:50 a.
m.; Sunday school, 9:3n; morning
prayer and sermon, 10:45; evening
prayer and sermon, 7:30. Mondae
bible lecture on Isaiah in the parish
house at 4:50 p, in., to which -the
public is invited.

Ladies
who suffer from inflammation of the womanly organs,
should be careful that they do not allow the inflammation to spread, or take fast hold, since serious disease might result, requiring, possibly, an operation.
Pain is one of the first signs of inflammation,
and when it remains constant, in the back, side, hips,
head, or comes back every month, your trouble is
nearly certain to be inflammation, and needs prompt
treatment, with Wine of Cardui.
The great popular success 4)f Cardui, during the
past half century, tells volumes as to its merit for

Preehyterian.
KENTIeFKY AVENUE The Rev
J. R. Hems. pastor. Usual morning
and evening service", prc aching by
"the pastor.
E. Cave,
FIRST-The Rev. W
pastor. Usual morning and evening
pastor.
servlees preaching- by the

ik

Information for Our
Customers

F.tMOUS

"ROKLAND"
PURE OPEN KETTLE
SUGAR HOUSE MOLASSES
ABOUT NOVEMBER 1
At All Grocers
C. E. COE, Plantation Distributl.r
Memphis, Tenn.

PURE

PURE

ti

an ultimate resource in emergency. !pursing offices, the latter item alone
The aid being rendered the situa- stood tor $611,206 397. but it has
tion is indicated by the actual en- been materially reduced by skillful
gagement of gold having now reach- bookkeeping at the treasury in order
ed $10,000,000. The total was ma- to release the cash without creating
terially Increased today by the an- an apparent deficit. The amount of
purchases the disbursing officers' balance as renouncement of several
wheel' bad not heretofore been made cently as October 3ei was $7.500S7.public. Of the amount engaged $21,- 0-06, and the reduction in the amount
311,000 has already arrived. This may be considered as having been
gold will afford a basis of nearly transferred to a general fund for use
$2110,000.049 in loans and will ma- in financial emergence.
terially assist the New York banks in
their efforts to meet the pressure for
currency throughout the country.
Banks Doing Their Best.
The tact that Practically $60,•0•00,000 in currency has disappeared from
New York banks within a week is
Engineer J. Louie Gibbons burned
considered sufficient evidence
that his left foot yesterday afternoon,
New York banks are doing their best while squirting water on coal in his
to meet demands upon them. It is engine tank. Escaping steam train
not possible to determine what pro- the hose covered his foot. The burns
portion of this $90,0010,000 went are not serious.
west, and what proportioe went into
Miss Minnie Ratcliffe, matron at
hoards in New York. It is estimatthe railroad hospital, has returned
half
the
quarters
that
ed in some
a ideaswestern from Wincheseer. Ky.. after
amount was shipped to
alit visit of several weeks.
banks, but other bankers put the pro
The new ambulance ordered by tba
portion somewhat lower, leaving a
balance to be accounted for by hoard board of directors of the railroad
trig. The treasury has nominally an hospital is expected to arrive the first
available cash balance of little less part of next week.
than 317,000,0041, but this does not
Mr. H. P. Needham, of Cantos. O.,
Indicate the actual cash in the treas- chief clerk to the general manager of
ury fund. The amount of cash on the Wabash road, is the guest of Cetihand yesterday was $119,233,639, ductor C. M. Wilkins, of 522 Sotth
iit agallist this are charred a nem- Muth Street.
- eile-deniated IfabIllITeleette - out
standing checks, national bank note
The fox may lose his hair but not
redemption fund and balances of dig- his ounning.-Duteh.

RAILROAD NOTES

11111111111111ffillffilindlel

• NOTICE

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

HEREAFTER

Take CARDUI
Why Haven't We

••••••","M"..W.0,/,"....Ws.WW

Better Times Ahead
of Us

Had a Panic?

As Soon as the Seared people put
the money they have withdrawn back

Becausr. pcople with money in

$133'e put Up to secure it. Cincinnati banks put up conP• *1.20,

PURE

PURE

female complaints .Thousands of letters are received,
telling of its curative powers. See
the following, from Mrs. Mabel
Hasheill rrger, of Larkin, Kas.
"Before I took Cardui I suffered
greatly with inflammation. It worked on me for some years, but hadn't
bothered me much, till after my marriage. when it caused me two mishaps.
, MRS HASIIENBARGEI, After that, Cardui helped me so much
Larkin, elle.
and I am so thankful."
Write for Free ft-pee. Book for Women. if meneed AdFREE BOOK vier
describe Byrn:It-anis, stating age and we will ri*y ta
lain sealed envee
a m̀
,Tdic Address fl.adies Attrviscary Dept.
FOR LADIES The

Every deiiare worell of Cashier's
Checks issued by Paducah loOks eas
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hank couldn't get it out.

into the New York banks the circu-

Department Store

lation of

real money will

Strong and

active.

become

A Perfect Glut of
Money
When restoration comes New
York City will have as much too
much money as she now has too
little.

North Third Street. Just Off Broadens..

Our. Great November Sale Grows Bigger and Better With a Whirl
This store brings you.price savings not lying around in Broadway'stores. Broadway expenses and Broadway methods have to be paid for by you, dear people. The
key note of our success lies in being off of Broadway with less expense, better methods, lower prices, bigger buying, bigger selling. We not only buy the best goods at the
very br.atom, but we sell as close to the bottom as we can. We aim to make the coming week's prices a little below the past week---a little below bed rock.
rodetties Greateet efillinery I',filler.
lion.
Ore of the vette:, of our wonderful millinery success Is the fiet that
Paris and New York's taking styles
scarcely appear before we reproduce
them for our gustomers. -The com-

ear

A limnt November Sale of Silks and
Deese aoods-leottoin Prices.
The values are
prices are down.

exceptional, the

Yard wide black Taffeta Silks the
coming week at h9c to 9-Se a yard.

ing week we wl I sell beautiful creations in millinery at prices absolutely
unmatchable in any other store in

Some wondetful willies In Wool
Dress Goods the coming week at
from 19e a yard all the way up to

Paducah. After all. it's the rewness
of the style, the dainty touches, the
harmony of color. the High quality
ortee :materials in the hands of our
:that glees the high
skilled trimmers
character and tone to the hats, yete
aif a
hui'hirr.
Hoe to seteet from the coming week.

98e for goods that outzet to bring
*Lilo a yard.
e• •
Phenomenal Bargain ciente in Golf
Gloves and Mitten.,

kretit-631Iet-%

. toieir a

•

Our prick's are Kir es that you
woret find ceueskhere -lee to 39c....and,
'
many ought to bring double,

Handkerchiefs, _Belts,
Put ties.

fe

as

and

Our'stele-se quality arid prices ought
tn make lively selling in the notion
departret
Underwear and Hosiery.
W'ill come in for a liberal share
in the bargain-giving feature of the
corning week.
Itenuirkable Sale of Women's Tailored Snits.
10. $ 1 itlit. $12,50, $15.00 and
$11. 7.0 each; worth up to $25.00.
Women's Stylish Coats,
A great sale, Hundreds are here
and hundreds more are coming.
When we .atternpt to figure the eose
of materials and" the price Of labor.

Our. prices are astonishingly low. Desirable, attractive, serviceable, stylish

that we don't -only underbue but that
we undersell.

mats are- here at $5.50, $6.75, $7.50,
$8.50; $9.75, $10.00, $12.50, $15.00,

Great Fur Values.

16.50 and up to $25.00.
Some extraordinary coat values
will be on sale the coming week at
$3.95, $4.50 and $5.00 each.
Extraordinary Skirt Bargains,
Extraordinary for their quality,
their newness of style and their low
peps of price. from $4.85 up by easy
stages to $15f10 each.
New -Silk end Other W'aists Just Received.
Ask to see them. Our low price.
Show
for such beau:fell styles-

They are far beyond their prices
In quality and effect. From 75c up.
to ,$10.00.
Great Bargains in Shoes.
Men's reliable Shoes from $2.00 to
$5.00.
Women's reliable Shoes from $1.50
to 84-00.
Children's reliable School Shoes
from $1.00 to $2.00.
Little dents' reliable Shoes from
$1.25 to $2.00.
Shoes from $1.50 to
Boy'
12.75.

Cheaper Shoes of all kind are in
stock.
Rubbers and Overshoes,
Are on sale here at bargain prices.
Men's Stunning Suits
Can be Had liere at $12.50, $15.00,
$16.50 end $18.00.
at $25.00.

Sold everywhere

There is a way to save your Money
by spending it. "A dollar saved is a
dollar earnetV
Never was there a
truer sayihg. It can be done by boyin-your Boys' Clothing here. Suite
from $1.00 to
'Where IS.Sti:

$6.00,

worth else-

